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Abstract
Food intake and appetite-related behaviours are important for survival of an organism.
The acquisition and consumption of food is regulated by a complex network of neural circuits.
The central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) is an important brain region in which emotionally-
relevant salient environmental stimuli are integrated and which orchestrates behavioural re-
sponses to those stimuli. To-date, the CeA has been most rigorously studied in the context
of aversive behaviours including fear and anxiety. However, despite considerable evidence for
the CeA as a modulator of appetitive behaviour, the CeA neural players and associated circuits
that underlie these behaviours are poorly understood. Here, I have identified a population of
CeA neurons that express the serotonin receptor Htr2a. Activity of these cells promotes food
consumption in the absence of homeostatic deficit, and functionally antagonize CeA protein-
kinase Cδ (PKCδ)-expressing neurons that reduce food intake. Importantly, activity of CeAHtr2a
neurons promotes increased food consumption but not food-seeking behaviour. This was cor-
roborated by in vivo calcium (Ca2+) imaging experiments, which showed that these neurons
are active during eating but not food seeking. Additional experiments revealed that activity
of CeAHtr2a neurons is positively reinforcing, suggesting that activity of the neurons sustains
ongoing eating behaviour. Finally, this positive reinforcement signal appears to modulate the
positively rewarding properties of food such that activity of CeAHtr2a neurons promotes ongoing
food consumption. At the neural circuit level, efferent projections from CeAHtr2a neurons to the
parabrachial nucleus (PBN) promote food consumption and positive reinforcement. Together,
i
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my findings reveal a role for the CeA in positively regulating food consumption and provide in-
sight into the underlying mechanisms and associated neural circuits. This work is an important
advance in the understanding of the function of the CeA and may have important implications
in human health and appetite and emotion-related conditions.
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1.1 Neural control of feeding and reward
1.1.1 Energy homeostasis
Energy homeostasis is achieved by an exquisite communication system between the body
and the brain that maintains energy expenditure and intake at an equilibrium. Circulating hor-
mones and nutrient signals inform the brain of the levels of body fat and current nutritive state
in order to influence food intake such that stored energy reserves remain stable. Deficits in
the body’s ability to properly detect and report changes in nutritive state can lead to disorders
of energy homeostasis that manifest as obesity, diabetes or anorexia and bulimia1. Many of
these disorders have a genetic basis where mutations in genes that act in pathways that con-
trol food intake are affected2–4. However, food intake is also subject to external modulation
where food palatability and availability can promote consumption even when caloric needs are
met5. Conversely, stress, anxiety and sickness can also negatively modulate food intake even
in the presence of homeostatic need. Neural circuits that control feeding are informed of the
state of the body’s long-term adiposity stores by two major circulating homones leptin and in-
2
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sulin, which are present in the blood in proportion to the body’s fat stores6,7. Leptin is secreted
from adipocytes and by acting on neurons, most notably in the hypothalamus and hindbrain,
decreases food intake and body weight8–10. Insulin, a pancreatic hormone, has a similar func-
tion to leptin, albeit with much less potency11. Deficiencies in leptin and insulin signaling lead
to hyperphagia in both laboratory animals and humans, demonstrating the importance of these
signals for maintaining body weight over a long time scale10,12,13. Food intake is also mod-
ulated by short-term factors that inform the brain about the state of the body in response to
an ongoing meal. Ghrelin, a gastric hormone, stimulates feeding by acting on hypothalamic
neurons14,15. Satiety signals from the gastrointestinal tract including cholecystokinin (CCK)
and glucagon-like-peptide 1 (GLP1) are secreted in response to a meal16,17. Components of
ingested nutrients including amino acids as well as the physical feeling of satiety due to gast-
ric distension also contribute to meal cessation18,19. Satiety signals reach the brain from the
gastrointestinal tract by vagal nerve fibres that project to the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS)
in the hindbrain20. Long-term fat storage is maintained through interactions between long- and
short-acting signals in the hypothalamus and hindbrain21.
1.1.2 Neural control of homeostatic feeding
Studies examining the neural control of homeostatic feeding behaviour have predominantly
focused on two antagonistic cell types in the arcuate nucleus of the ventral hypothalamus.
Neurons that co-express agouti-related protein, GABA and neuropeptide Y (NPY) (henceforth,
AgRP neurons) are activated by energy deficit and potently stimulate food intake, food seeking
behaviour and motivation to work for food22–24. In contrast, pro-opiomelanocortin-expressing
neurons (POMC neurons) are activated by energy surfeit and their activity leads to eating ces-
sation and weightloss25,26. Circulating hormones that reflect the levels of stored energy act
directly on these neurons. AgRP neurons are inhibited by the adiposity signal leptin and activ-
ated by ghrelin, while the opposite is the case for POMC neurons27,28. Hunger was originally
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thought to be controlled by circulating hormones that increase the activity of AgRP neurons and
inhibit POMC neurons. As a result, the animal seeks and consumes food until satiety hormones
and the physical feeling of fullness negatively regulated food intake. However, recent studies
where the activity of AgRP and POMC neurons was recorded in vivo in mice revealed that the
activity of these neurons is strongly modulated by the sensory detection of food and by food
cues25,29,30. More specifically, the activity of AgRP neurons was drastically reduced compared
to in the hungry state while POMC neuron activity increased even before the animal had com-
menced eating. These studies suggest that modulation of AgRP and POMC neuron activity
occurs prior to food consumption rather than post-ingestively. This profound finding has been
postulated to reflect an anticipatory response to an ongoing meal that serves to modulate the
effects of hormone and nutrient changes that act over a longer time scale31,32. It may also be
the case that AgRP neurons do not directly promote food intake but transmit a sustained hun-
ger signal that gaits the activity of downstream neurons that directly influence feeding31. These
findings remain to be reconciled with the classical model of adiposity and hormone-regulated
feeding, but it is clear that AgRP and POMC neurons are integral components of homeostatic
feeding.
The neural circuits by which AgRP neurons exert potent effects on food consumption has
been dissected using optogenetic strategies where the pre-synaptic terminals of these neurons
in specific projection fields were individually stimulated. These studies revealed that activation
of AgRP terminals in the paraventricular hypothalamus (PVH), lateral hypothalamus (LH) and
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) were sufficient to recapitulate the effect of cell body
stimulation, while projections to the paraventricular thalamus (PVT) moderately increased food
intake23,34 (Figure 1.1). Other studies have revealed that AgRP neurons are also critically
important for gaiting malaise signals that if left unchecked, lead to death by anorexia. Postnatal
ablation of AgRP neurons in mice leads to death by starvation which was initially attributed to
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of arcuate nucleus-associated circuits that promote food consumption. In-
hibitory afferents from arcuate AgRP neurons targeting PVH, LH and BNST strongly drive food intake
as does activation of AgRP cell bodies. AgRP inputs to the PBN gait the activity of visceral malaise-
promoting neurons to prevent starvation by anorexia. AgRP neurons also inhibits satiety-promoting ar-
cuate POMC neurons thereby promoting food consumption under caloric deficit. Abbreviations: AgRP-
Agouti-related peptide; PVH- Paraventricular hypothalamus; LH- lateral hypothalamus; BNST- bed nuc-
leus of the stria terminalus; PBN- Parabrachial nucleus; POMC- , pro-opiomelanocortin. Adapted from:33
the function of these neurons as actuators of voracious feeding35. However, it was shown that
efferent projections of AgRP neurons to the parabrachial nucleus (PBN), rather than eliciting
an increase in food consumption, are responsible for gating the malaise-promoting activity of
the PBN (Figure 1.1). The PBN is a hindbrain region that processes gustatory and malaise
signals and is important for the cessation of appetite during sickness and after ingestion of toxic
compounds36,37. AgRP-mediated inhibition of the PBN has been shown to be a critical gate
of PBN activity, preventing uncontrolled feeding cessation by malaise signals and controlling
the interaction between homeostatic and malaise feeding circuits38. The role of the PBN and
associated circuits in promoting feeding suppression under anorexigenic conditions is further
reviewed in the section “Modulation of feeding by anorexigenic signals”.
1.1.3 Food reward
Food consumption is not only a reflection of energy state and nutrient requirements. Food
palatability or reward value of food strongly influences ingestive behaviour. Food reward is
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integral to the homeostatic regulation of energy balance, as palatable, energy-dense foods,
when obtained at the same cost as less palatable food, contribute significantly more to en-
ergy intake. There are several lines of empirical evidence that demonstrate a tight relationship
between food reward and homeostatic energy balance. In humans and laboratory rodent stud-
ies, satiety has been shown to diminish perception of food reward value while fasting has the
opposite effect39–41. In addition, fasting also increases willingness to work for food rewards and
food-related cues are more strongly reinforced42,43 . Furthermore, the strength of response of
AgRP and POMC neurons to the sensory detection of food depends on food palatability25. This
suggests that food reward value strongly factors into the motivated seeking and consumption of
food, in addition to food accessibility and internal energy state and satiety signals. The neural
circuits that control food reward are involved in processing reward cues and hedonic value of
food and promoting motivated food consumption. The most studied of these regions are the
mesolimbic dopamine system (the ventral tagmental area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc))
and the LH. Intriguingly, these reward circuits also underlie the rewarding effects of drugs of
addiction, suggesting that maladaptive eating behaviour directed at highly palatable rewarding
foods and drug addiction disorders may be governed by similar neural mechanisms44,45.
Since the 1950s, the LH has been implicated in the control of feeding and reward. Electrical
stimulation not only was found to elicit hyperphagia but also animals will strongly self-stimulate
their LH neurons, suggesting that this region promotes feeding and reinforcement and reward-
seeking behaviours46,47. The LH has been shown to form extensive connections with the en-
ergy homeostasis and reward systems. Strong inputs onto the LH come from subcortical limbic
and reward regions including the BNST, NAc and ventral palladium48–50 (Figure 1.2). Inhibit-
ory input from the BNST onto glutamatergic LH neurons importantly evokes both feeding on
calorie-dense foods and self-stimulation behaviours49 while inhibition of GABAergic LH neur-
ons by neurons in the NAc shell suppresses palatable food intake51 (Figure 1.2). Interaction
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with the energy homeostasis system of the hypothalamus including inputs from the AgRP neur-
ons of the arcuate nucleus and projections to PVH neurons both evoke food consumption34,52
(Figure 1.2). Innervation of the VTA by the LH has also been shown to elicit food intake and
reinforcement behaviour through disinhibition of dopamine release in the NAc53–55 (Figure 1.2).
Additionally, projections to the PBN and arcuate nucleus are also postulated to control feeding
behaviour56 (Figure 1.2). Together these data support a role for the LH as an integrator of
energy state signals with reward-based food consumption.
Figure 1.2: Scheme of neural circuits that modulate food reward to influence food intake.
GABAergic LH neurons promote food intake, potentially through inputs to the PVH as well as through
inhibition of GABAergic VTA neurons, which leads to disinhibition of DA release in the VTA, modulat-
ing food reward. Activity of GABAergic LH neurons is modulated by inhibition from the NAc and by
homoestatic input from arcuate AgRP neurons. Food intake is also modulated by glutamatergic LH
neurons which are inhibited by BNST input to promote food consumption. Additional outputs of the LH
to the PBN and arcuate nucleus are postulated as additional pathways for control of feeding. Abbre-
viations: LH- lateral hypothalamus; PVH- paraventricular hypothalamus; VTA- ventral tagmental area;
DA- dopamine; NAc- Nucleus accumbens; BNST- Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; PBN- parabrachial
nucleus. Adapted from:33,56
Mesolimbic dopamine neurons in the VTA and substantia nigra (SN) that project to the
NAc have an important function in motivated behaviours. Dopamine intrinsically promotes re-
ward and reinforcement behaviour as laboratory animals will self-stimulate their VTA neurons
for dopamine release57,58. Release of dopamine promotes goal-directed behaviours includ-
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ing food seeking and consumption and further, enhances salience of reward-predictive stimuli
as well the rewarding properties of food55,59–61. Dopamine has been postulated to control
appetitive behaviour by designating reward-predictive cues with increased salience (incentive
salience)62.A second theory suggests that dopamine encodes reward-prediction error which
acts as a teaching signal based on the difference between a reward prediction and reward out-
come63,64. Regardless of the specific underpinnings of dopamine function in reward, it is clear
that the mesolimbic reward system along with the LH are key players in mediating motivated
food seeking and reinforcement.
1.1.4 Modulation of feeding by anorexigenic signals
In addition to being influenced by the rewarding properties of food, the energy homeo-
stasis system is subject to modulation under circumstances where the survival of the animal
is jeopardized. In such cases, maintenance of bodily energy stores becomes of secondary
importance, and food intake is inhibited until the threat has passed. Anorexigenic conditions in-
clude illness, the presence of a predator and ingestion of toxic compounds. The neural circuitry
controlling emergency cessation of feeding has been known for some years, however a more
recent circuit-mapping based approach has allowed a more thorough dissection of the neural
mechanisms that interact with homeostatic feeding circuits to mediate these effects.
Gustatory and visceral malaise signals reach the brain from the periphery by the vagus
nerve and arrive in the medulla region of the brain at the NTS. Gastrointestinal signals also
reach the NTS directly via the area postrema (AP) which has a permeable blood-brain bar-
rier. From here, signals are conveyed onto the PBN, a diverse region with known roles in
appetite, taste, pain and thermosensation. PBN neurons project onto the ventral posterior
lateral thalamic nucleus (VPL) and the CeA from where signals reach the insular cortex65 (Fig-
ure 1.3). Recently, the neural pathway from the PBN to the CeA was interrogated in mice
in detail and was found to mediate the anorexigenic effect of several malaise-inducing com-
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pounds. Neurons within the external lateral PBN that express calcitonin gene-related peptide
(CGRP) are activated by lithium chloride (LiCl) and lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which when ad-
ministered by intraperitoneal injection to mice mimic the appetite-suppressant effects of toxic
food and bacterial infections respectively37. Artificial activation of these neurons evokes acute
feeding suppression while conversely, inhibition of these neurons increases food intake under
anorexigenic conditions. Together, these data demonstrate a role for these neurons in emer-
gency cessation of feeding. Importantly, silencing of PBNCGRP neurons was found to rescue
anorexia-induced starvation as a result of AgRP neuron ablation37. This demonstrated that this
emergency feeding circuit is under the tonic control of neurons that sense and maintain en-
ergy balance and that internal energy state and external signals interact to ensure that feeding
occurs under appropriate conditions.
Figure 1.3: Scheme of neural circuits that modulate food intake under anorexigeneic conditions.
Viseral and gustatory signals are relayed from the periphery to the brain via the vagus nerve into the
AP and NTS which then converge on the PBN. These signals are relayed to the forebrain via the VLP
which arrives in the InsCtx or via the CeA. In the CeA, visceral malaise, satiety and unpalatability signals
from the PBN excite CeAPKCδ+ neurons which, through local inhibition of CeAPKCδ- neurons, supress
feeding. Abbreviations: AP- Area Postrema; NTS- Nucleus of the solitary tract; PBN- Parabrachial
nucleus; VLP- ventral posterior lateral thalamic nucleus; InsCtx- Insular cortex; CeA- Central amygdala.
Adapted from:33,65
In a second study in mice, the effects of PBNCGRP neurons were proposed to be mediated, in
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part, through their afferents onto GABAergic neurons of the CeA that express PKCδ. CeAPKCδ
neurons are activated by LiCl and the satiety peptide CCK as well as by bitter tastants which
mimic unpalatable foods66. The artificial activation of these neurons promotes robust feed-
ing suppression, while inhibition also promotes eating under anorexigenic conditions. Given
the anatomical connection and functional similarity, it was suggested that activation of CeAPKCδ
neurons by glutamatergic input from PBNCGRP neurons may corroborate the anorexigenic effect
of PBNCGRP neuron activation. However, the responsiveness of PBNCGRP and CeAPKCδ neur-
ons to different compounds suggest that different anorexigenic signals may be relayed from the
periphery by divergent pathways. Although CeAPKCδ neurons strongly inhibit feeding, activation
of the major efferent projections to the BNST and lateral PBN failed to recapitulate the effect of
somatic stimulation66. The CeA is comprised of GABAergic neurons that are highly intercon-
nected, with CeAPKCδ neurons strongly inhibiting other neurons in this region67. Concurrent with
in vivo artificial CeAPKCδ neuron activation, intra-CeA infusions of GABAA antagonist bicuculline
blunted the anorexigenic effects, suggesting that CeAPKCδ neurons suppress feeding through
inhibition of other CeA neurons. This observation would suggest that a population of neur-
ons within the CeA promotes food intake (Figure 1.3). However, despite this observation, the
identity of the antagonizing CeA population remained unidentified. The notion that neurons
within the CeA promote an appetitive behaviour such as food consumption may be surprising,
given that this region is strongly implicated in controlling aversion. More specifically, decades
of research have described roles for the CeA in fear and anxiety, leading this region to be con-
sidered one where negative valence signals are processed. However, seminal studies have
in the past revealed clues for bivalence processing within the CeA as well as the amygdaloid
complex more broadly.
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1.2 The amygdaloid complex
1.2.1 Anatomy and functions of the amygdaloid complex
The amygdala is an evolutionarily conserved complex of nuclei bilaterally situated in the
temporal lobe of the brain. The long-standing view of the amygdala as a region strongly involved
in aversive behaviours came from lesion studies in primates where such manipulations resulted
in reduced aggression, defensive behaviors and learning of fearful stimuli68–70. These findings
were also recapitulated in human patients with damaged amygdala, where recognition of emo-
tionally salient events and emotions conveyed in human faces was markedly reduced71,72. Ana-
tomically, the amygdala comprises different nuclei, the major subregions being: the basolateral
complex (BLA), comprising the lateral (LA), the basal (BA) and basomedial (BMA) regions; the
central amygdala (CeA), containing lateral (CeL) and medial (CeM) subdivisions; and the me-
dial amygdala (ME) (Figure 1.4 shows the mouse amygdala). The CeA anatomically transitions
into another limbic structure, the BNST which together form the central extended amygdala.
The BLA contains both excitatory principal neurons and inhibitory interneurons while the CeA
predominately comprises GABAergic neurons73. Knowledge of the neural circuitry within the
amygdaloid complex and connections with other brain regions has predominately come from
the study of fear conditioning- a form of emotional associative learning. In this paradigm, an
initially neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus- CS) is repeatedly paired with an aversive uncon-
ditioned stimulus (US). Through repeated pairings, the animal forms an association between
the two stimuli and upon presentation of the CS alone, displays fear behaviour, characterized
by freezing in rodents74. The amygdala is a key site of learning and expression of fear beha-
viour as disrupted function of this region impairs such behaviour. The BLA has been classically
considered the site of convergence of sensory information from the cortex and thalamus with
the information subsequently relayed to the CeA75 (Figure 1.4). However, there is consider-
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able evidence that sensory information of multiple modalities arrives directly in the CeA and
that projection neurons arising from both the CeL and CeM may underlie the function of this
region66,73,76,77 (Figure 1.4).
Figure 1.4: Anatomical organization and information flow in the mouse amygdalaloid complex.
Abbreviations: LA- Lateral amygdala; BA- Basal amygdala; BMA- basomedial amygdala; CeL- Central
lateral amygdala; CeM- Central amygdala; ME- Medial amygdala; InsCtx- Insular cortex; PVH- Para-
ventricular hypothalamus; DR- Dorsal Raphe, VTA- Ventral tegmental area; SN- Substantia nigra; PAG-
Periaqueductal grey; PVT- Paraventricular thalamus; DVC- Dorsal vagal complex; BNST- Bed nucleus of
the stria terminalis; LH- Lateral hypothalamus; PBN- Parabrachial nucleus; NTS- Nucleus of the solitary
tract. Adapted from:73,74.
1.2.2 Anatomy of the central amygdala and neuronal subpopulations
The central amygdala is a heterogeneous region, containing multiple molecularly and physiolo-
gically distinct GABAergic neuron subpopulations with a high degree of reciprocal connectiv-
ity78–80. In addition to direct input from the BLA, CeA neurons also receive input from multiple
brain areas, including cortex, hypothalamus, brainstem and neuromodulatory regions includ-
ing the substantia nigra and dorsal raphe (DR)73 (Figure 1.4). The convergence of sensory
inputs in the CeA suggests that this region may act as a hub for the integration of diverse in-
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formation sets that inform about the external environment and internal state to orchestrate the
appropriate behavioural response. Indeed, long-range projections from both the CeL and CeM
target regions that are implicated in defensive behaviours including the periaqueductal grey
(PAG), PVT and the dorsal vagal complex (DVC)77,81,82 (Figure 1.4). Additionally, the CeA also
sends projections to the BNST, LH, VTA, PBN and NTS73 (Figure 1.4), which are implicated
in a diverse range of behaviours including anxiety, feeding, reward and gustatory and taste
processing. These anatomical studies implicate the CeA in controlling a diverse range of beha-
viours, however the role of neurons in this region and their projections has been predominately
studied in the context of aversive behaviours.
Efforts to understand the function of CeA neurons, intra-CeA information flow and func-
tional output has focused on molecularly-defined subpopulations of neurons in the mouse. Us-
ing modern circuit neuroscience tools including chemogenetics and optogenetics, imaging and
anatomical tracings, the function of a number of these subpopulations has been defined. Some
of the first hints at the functional diversity of CeA neurons arose from an in vivo recording
study in mice during fear conditioning. This revealed the presence of two subpopulations of
CeL neurons that were either excited (CeLON) or inhibited (CeLOFF) to the CS. CeLOFF neurons
were shown to tonically inhibit the CeM and that their inhibition by CeLON units leads to activa-
tion of CeM output neurons and freezing to CS presentation83 (Figure 1.5). A subsequent study
showed that CeL neurons expressing the cellular marker PKCδ likely correspond to the CeLOFF
cells as their in vivo silencing augments conditioned fear responses67. Furthermore, neurons
in the CeL that express the neuropeptide somatostatin (SOM) were shown to drive conditioned
fear responses and that potentiation of synapses from the LA onto CeASOM neurons is neces-
sary for fear learning, indicative of a role for these neurons as CeLON cells84. The inhibitory
connections of both CeAPKCδ and CeASOM neurons onto other neurons in the CeL suggests a
local circuit mechanism where activity of one or the other population dominates the behavioural
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output depending on the experience of the animal67,84.
Figure 1.5: Central amygdala microcircuits that control fear behaviour. CS presentation excites
LA neurons which relay information into the CeL onto CeLON cells. CeLON cells drive condi-
tioned freezing by inhibition of CeLOFF neurons, leading to dishibition of CeM output neurons that drive
the behaviour response. CeLON neurons also directly inhibit the CeM and these neurons may also
drive behaviour in specific contexts. Abbreviations: CS- Conditioned stimulus; LA- lateral amygdala;
CeL- Central lateral amygdala; CeM- Central medial amygdala. PAG- Periaqueductal grey; PVT- Para-
ventricular thalamus; DVC- Dorsal vagal complex; BNST- Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; LH- Lateral
hypothalamus; PBN- Parabrachial nucleus; NTS- Nucleus of the solitary tract. Adapted from:67,73,74.
Activity of CeAPKCδ neurons has also been shown to control anxiety. Spontaneous activ-
ity of CeLOFF cells is heightened following fear conditioning which is correlated with increased
generalized fear responses83,85. Additionally, activity of CeAPKCδ neurons is both necessary for
and sufficient to evoke anxiety behaviours85. The finding that CeAPKCδ neurons mediate both
anxiety and feeding suppression suggests a potential interaction between these effects. How-
ever, activation of CeAPKCδ neurons under conditions that reduce food intake has an anxiolytic
effect66 suggesting that feeding and anxiety behaviour may be differently controlled by CeAPKCδ
neurons under different conditions. Converse to the role of CeAPKCδ neurons, a subpopulation
of PKCδ- CeA neurons that express the serotonin receptor Htr2a were shown to be inhibited
by innate fear stimuli while activation of these neurons decreases innate fear responses86.
Together, these studies demonstrate that the CeA bidirectionally affects fear and anxiety beha-
viours through distinct neuronal populations.
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The studies described above highlight the intensity with which the role of the CeA in avers-
ive behaviours has been investigated at the neuron subpopulation level. This had led to the
narrow-sighted view that the CeA is primarily involved in emotional defensive and avoidance
behaviours. The following section is a review of behavioural and anatomical evidence for the
involvement of the CeA in processing appetitive signals to mediate reward and consummat-
ory behaviours, which suggests that this region promotes diverse behaviours and is not as
specialized as initially though.
1.2.3 The role of the CeA in appetitive and consummatory behaviour
The pursuit of reward is an adaptive process that is integral to the survival of an animal.
The seeking and consumption of natural reinforcers such as food or water involves motiva-
tion to obtain such a reward and learning of reward-predictive cues. The amygdala was first
postulated to contribute to reward-related behaviours when the same lesions that attenuated
learnt fear responses also blunted responses to reward70–72. In addition, to impairing condi-
tioned fear responses, lesions of the CeA have also been shown to abate conditioned appetitive
responses87,88, suggesting a general role for the CeA in emotional learning.
The CeA has been implicated in processing reward associated with alcohol and drugs of
addition, though the precise mechanism requires further investigation89–91. There is however,
considerable evidence for the CeA in motivated reward seeking. A recent study demonstrated
that optogenetic activation of the CeA in rats enhanced the pursuit of reward by increasing the
reward incentive salience and increasing motivation to work for a sucrose reward92. This study
revealed that reward enhancement was not generated from a general increase in motivational
state and did not extend to consumption of unconditioned rewards, but that only magnified pur-
suit of an associated external reinforcer was affected. In contrast, another study reported that
opioid stimulation in the CeA increased food consumption as well as appetitive behaviour to-
ward a food reward-predictive stimulus93. Additionally, it has been shown that animals will self-
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administer CeA stimulation, suggesting that under certain conditions CeA activation can trigger
an internally reinforcing state94. Clearly, a more rigorous interrogation of the CeA and related
circuitry is required since CeA manipulations elicit both aversive and appetitive behaviours and
the aspects of reward-related behaviour mediated by this region varies between studies. It is
plausible that distinct neurons in the CeA respond to appetitive or aversive cues and that pro-
cessing of different valence signals occurs in a segregated manner. Indeed, this was found to
be the case in the BLA, where positive and negative representations are segregated based on
projection target95–97. Given the cellular heterogeneity in the CeA this may indeed be the case,
however the identity of neurons that mediate such polarizing effects remains to be determined.
Aside from behavioural evidence, the position of the CeA as an interface between sensory
systems and other limbic and reward-related regions strongly hints at a function in appetitive
behaviour. Reciprocal connections between the CeA and midbrain dopaminergic neurons in
the SN and VTA has been demonstrated98–101. Although CeA-dopaminergic connections have
been postulated to be involved in learned appetitive behaviours102–104, this hypothesis has
not be rigorously tested. CeA neurons also project to the LH, an important mediator of motiv-
ated and appetitive behaviour via intra-hypothalamic and mesodopaminergic connections56,105.
Despite the reported links with the brain’s reward circuitry, the functional significance of these
connections is not clear.
In addition to appetitive and reward-related behaviour, there is also evidence for the in-
volvement of the CeA in consummatory behaviour. However, the direction of the effects repor-
ted between studies are not consistent, again highlighting the likely functional heterogeneity of
neurons in this region. With respect to food consumption, studies using CeA lesions or electrical
stimulations have reported increases or decreases in food intake and body weight106,107. Addi-
tionally, infusion of neuromodulatory antagonists or agonists into the CeA has been shown to
affect overall consumption and food preference based on palatability to varying degrees108,109.
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Given the cellular heterogeneity and high degree of interconnectivity between neurons in this
region, it is not surprising that these relatively non-specific methods have yielded inconclusive
results and revealed little about the underlying mechanisms. The identification of CeA neurons
that express PKCδ which mediate feeding suppression under anorexigenic conditions is a first
step to dissecting consummatory behaviour mediated by the CeA in detail. However, the repor-
ted effects on appetitive behaviour and food consumption upon CeA manipulations suggest that
distinct neuron populations may mediate distinct functions. In recent years, the use of cell-type-
specific methods to target, observe and manipulate populations of neurons in vivo has allowed
a thorough interrogation of the function of specific cell populations in a given behaviour. These
approaches are key to resolving the contribution of the CeA to diverse behaviours.
1.3 Targeting, manipulating and observing activity of neural
subpopulations in vivo
1.3.1 Targeting: Cre mice
The appreciable cellular heterogeneity in the CeA has contributed to the reported conflicting
results regarding the precise function of the CeA in different behaviours. A prevailing approach
in neuroscience is to target defined neural subpopulations and probe their connectivity within
a neural circuit and function in behaviour. However, there is still ongoing debate about the
definition of a neural subpopulation. This is because there are many criteria that can be used
to classify neurons into a subpopulation. These include: developmental origin, expression of a
specific gene, protein, receptor or neurotransmitter, projection target, physiological properties,
activity pattern during a given behaviour, morphology and anatomical location within a struc-
ture, or a combination of several of these110–112. The wide use of these different classification
methods has not necessarily led to clearer ideas of what constitutes a neural subpopulation
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given that we do not know the complete list of properties a given subgroup of neurons must
have in order to be deemed a ’subpopulation’.
One of the most common ways to classify neurons in recent years has been through the
use of genetic markers to identify molecularly-defined subpopulations. However, it should be
mentioned that this approach does have its limitations as expression of a particular gene in
a given cell group does not necessarily correlate with anatomical, physiological or functional
characteristics. The prevalent use of genetic methods to target, manipulation and observe
neurons in vivo has arisen due to the development of genetically engineered mice that express
specific transgenes, that when used in combination with a toolbox of viral vectors can be a
powerful method to accessing neural populations in vivo.
In order to target neural subpopulations in vivo, transgenic mice that express the cre-
recombinase enzyme are widely used. Cre is a bacteriophage enzyme that can be expressed
under a specific promoter or enhancer through multiple approaches including transgenesis or
BAC transgenesis, where an exogeneous promoter or enhancer is inserted into the genome to
strongly drive a gene of interest111. Gene targeting strategies including ’knock-ins’ can be used
to express any gene of interest under a specific promoter111. To target cre-expressing neurons
in a region of interest within the brain, genetically engineered adenoassociated viruses (AAVs)
can be used to stereotaxically deliver protein-based tools for neural circuit mapping and manip-
ulation into cre-expressing neurons. This system takes advantage of the enzymatic function of
cre, which recognises short DNA sequences (lox sites) that flank the cell-targeted tools. Re-
combination between two sets of lox sites catalysed by cre, allows expression of the tool only
in cre-expressing neurons, an ideal method to target neurons in a cell-type specific manner111.
In neuroscience, viral vectors that carry proteins for neuron morphology visualisation, neural
activity manipulation using light or pharmacological agents, or visualization of neural activity
are commonly used. Several of these are discussed in the following sections.
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1.3.2 Manipulating: Optogenetics
Optogenetics is a revolutionary tool now considered a key technique in circuit neuroscience.
Defined populations of neurons are transduced with light-activated microbial opsins, allowing
the activity of neurons to be controlled by light in a reversible and temporally and spatially
specific manner. To achieve this, mice expressing cre in the neural population of interest are
stereotaxically injected with a cre-dependent AAV carrying the actuator opsin into the brain
region of interest. Multiple opsin varieties exist to either activate or inhibit neurons. The most
common neuron activator is channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), a cation channel which is activated by
blue light (∼450-490nm). Photon absorption leads to flow of cations into the cell and membrane
depolarization113. ChR2 can be used to induce high fidelity spiking patterns in neurons, in some
way mimicking endogenous neural activity114.
Two inhibitory opsins, halorhodopsin (NpHR) and archaerhodopsin (Arch) silence neurons
by different methods. NpHR is activated by ∼590nm yellow light and pumps extracellular chlor-
ide ions into the cell115. Arch is a proton pump activated by ∼560nm light, which when active
pumps protons out of the neuron116. Activation of both inhibitory opsins leads to a hyper-
polarizing current and decreased firing rates in neurons, however both have advantages and
limitations. Both the most efficient variants of NpHR and Arch generate large photocurrents, but
higher expression of Arch on the cytoplasmic membrane means that overall, more photocur-
rent is generated. The kinetics and light sensitivity of both opsins are however, comparable117.
Moreover, NpHR was shown to be more liable to permit postsynaptic spiking after prolonged
photoinhibtion than Arch118.One major advantage of NpHR over Arch comes from pre-synaptic
terminal inhibition experiments, where Arch was found to evoke spontaneous neurotransmitter
release with sustained activation119. Therefore, care must be taken to choose the correct in-
hibitory opsin depending on the parameters of the experiment. To date, optogenetics has been
predominantly applied in two settings. The first is pairing expression of ChR2 in a defined cell
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type with recording, using ex vivo slice electrophysiology, of putative post-synaptic neurons120.
This allows precise mapping of circuit wiring diagrams with cell-type specific precision. The
second application is in vivo manipulation of groups of defined neurons in awake, behaving
animals, allowing the sufficiency and necessity of a specific neuronal population in a given be-
haviour to be explored. In laboratory animals, light is delivered to the brain through optic fibres
that are most commonly implanted chronically in the brain above the target structure or, for ter-
minal manipulations, over the presynaptic terminals of a neural projection. The most common
light sources are lasers or LEDs which are generally delivered through lightweight optic fibre
patch cables. However, wireless systems using LEDs are becoming more prevalent121.
Use of optogenetics in vivo offers advantages over previously used methods such as le-
sions and electrical stimulations to dissect the role of a given brain region in behaviour. Activity
manipulations can be time-locked to a particular event or cue to understand the function of
neurons in a subcomponent of behaviour. As well as open-loop experiments, closed-loop ma-
nipulations based on prior behaviour of the animal or another parameter are also possible.
Optogenetics is particularly powerful when dissecting the role of a brain region containing het-
erogeneous neural populations as these can be systematically targeted and their roles parsed
out. There are however, caveats of this approach, which include but are not limited to: 1)
Bulk, synchronized activation of a cell population does not necessarily recapitulate the in vivo
dynamics of the network nor mimic physiological neurotransmitter/neuropeptide release pat-
terns. 2) Transient neuronal activity manipulations may have off-target effects on the function
of downstream-circuits. 3) Uneven light penetration means that cells closer to the implanted
fibre will be differently affected than those further away. 4) Local heating of the tissue, which
can have consequences on neural physiology122–125.
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1.3.3 Manipulating: Chemogenetics
Chemogenetics is another technique that has been implemented in the control of neural
activity during behaviour. This approach uses engineered proteins that are activated by oth-
erwise biologically inert ligands to activate or inhibit neuronal activity. The classes of proteins
modified for chemogenetic approaches include ion channels, enzymes, G-protein coupled re-
ceptors (GPCRs) and kinases (reviewed in126). The most widely used tools in neuroscience are
modified GPCRs called Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DRE-
ADDs). These are human muscarinic receptors that, through engineering, were rendered in-
sensitive to the native ligand acetylcholine and instead activated by the biologically inert small
molecule chlozapine-N-oxide (CNO). CNO can be delivered orally or via intraperitoneal injec-
tion to the DREADD-expressing animal. The most common DREADD used to activate neurons
is the hM3Dq variant which activates the Gαq signalling pathway upon CNO binding, leading
to depolarization and burst firing of neurons127. The DREADD variant for neuron inhibition is
hM4Di which leads to hyperpolarization through Gαi-mediated activation of inwardly-rectifying
potassium channels that leads to an influx of potassium ions into the cell128. Proteins used
for chemogenetics are delivered in the same way as optogenetic actuators, via cre-dependent
AAVs, offering cell-type specific control of neuronal activity in order to understand the function
of specific cell populations in heterogeneous brain regions.
The main advantage of DREADDs over optogenetic approaches is that the CNO-mediated
effects are long lasting and allow behavioural monitoring for hours127. Additionally, the broad
diffusion of CNO allows activity modulation of a spatially diffuse neuronal population with similar
efficacy. Further, compared to optogenetic strategies, the technology is easier to implement.
The main disadvantage of chemogenetics is that it lacks precise temporal control of neural
activity and so is not ideal for dissecting the function of neurons in response to a cue or beha-
vioural event.
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1.3.4 Manipulating: Cell ablations
Long before the advent of temporally and spatially precise methods like chemogenetics and
optogenetics, scientists have investigated the contribution of specific cells to behaviour using
neuron ablation techniques. The most common of these are the neurotoxin ibotenic acid and
the use of high frequency electrical currents to induce targeted ablations. The main difference
is that ibotenic acid specifically targets neurons while electrical lesions damage both cells and
fibres of passage129. Both these techniques have been used to investigate the involvement
of the CeA in different behaviours130,131, however the outcome of these techniques is difficult
to interpret when targeting regions that contain heterogeneous intermingled cell populations.
Additionally it is also difficult to control the extent of the lesion site and control for damage
to fibres that pass through the targeted region129. These challenges have been overcome by
the use of genetically-targetable virally-delivered tools that when used in conjunction with cre
mice, allow for precise ablation of defined cell types within a spatial region of interest. AAV-
mediated delivery of the diphtheria toxin A subunit (dtA)132 or apoptosis-inducing caspase133
into cre-expressing neurons are now commonly used methods to target a specific neural popu-
lation of interest and to ablate these neurons in adult animals. These tools therefore, allow the
requirement of genetically-defined neurons in behaviour to be investigated.
1.3.5 Observing: in vivo Ca2+ imaging
An important consideration in circuit neuroscience is that while neural activity manipulations
provide evidence for the functional role of a given group of neurons, they give no insight into the
endogenous activity of neurons during behaviour. Furthermore, these methods do not allow an
appreciation of functional heterogeneity within a neural population. In order to address these
caveats, electrophysiological recordings or imaging of neural activity is used in behaving anim-
als to allow a more comprehensive understanding of neural circuit function. in vivo imaging has
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become prevalent following the advent of genetically-encoded calcium (Ca2+) indicators such
as GCaMPs which bind to Ca2+134,135. During increased neuronal activity, the Ca2+ concen-
tration inside the cell transiently rises. This can be measured by increased fluorescent signal
release by the GCaMP indicator. Thus, GCaMP fluorescence fluctuations can be used as a
proxy for changes in neuronal activity.
Compared to in vivo electrophysiology recordings, Ca2+ imaging offers several advantages.
Firstly, sampling of larger numbers of neurons and resolution of their spatial distribution is per-
mitted. Additionally, both dense or sparsely distributed cells as well as sub-cellular compart-
ments can be imaged, while electrophysiological recordings capture a much smaller sample of
neurons, with little information about their anatomical location. Conversely, Ca2+ imaging suf-
fers from poorer temporal resolution than electrophysiological recordings. Ca2+ transients do
not precisely correlate with voltage changes across the cell membrane, as intracellular changes
in Ca2+ are dependent on voltage changes136. Thus, unlike in vivo recordings, Ca2+ imaging
does not allow an accurate estimation of neural spike timing. The relationship between the ac-
tion potential and Ca2+ signal depends on the properties of the indicator including the kinetics
and Ca2+ binding properties137. Variants of the most advanced and currently widely used Ca2+
indicator, GCaMP6, allow fairly accurate spike-time resolution depending on the sensitivity and
kinetics of the particular variant138. This also depends on the spiking pattern and Ca2+ handling
properties of the neuron type, with the properties of excitatory neurons permitting a better ap-
proximation to the underlying voltage changes than interneurons139. It is important to also note
that Ca2+ imaging does not allow appreciable detection of hyperpolarations or sub-threshold
events.
One of the challenges of implementing Ca2+ imaging is that biological tissue has light scat-
tering properties. This has been circumvented by the advent of two-photon microscopy, which
can be used to image up to ∼600µm below the tissue surface by using low-energy photons,
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allowing spatially focused excitation and optical sectioning. This decreases background signal
and increases the resolution140,141. However, this requires the animal to be head-fixed under a
conventional microscope objective and in this manner only allows imaging of superficial brain
structures during a limited range of behaviours. To circumvent these limitations, alternative
technologies have been recently development to allow imaging of deeper brain structures in
freely-moving animals.
Fibre photometry, where an optical fibre is implanted above the target structure, is used to
measure the fluorescent signal changes that occur in a population of GCaMP-expressing neur-
ons142. Animals are tethered to an optic fibre bundle, which permits relatively free movement.
However, the main caveat of this technique is that it lacks single cell resolution as bulk fluores-
cence changes are measured. Thus, this approach is suited for imaging homogenous neuron
populations or to measure Ca2+ changes in the pre-synaptic projection field143. The challenge
of imaging deep brain structures at single cell resolution has been circumvented by the use
of microendoscopic lenses, which comprise two GRIN (gradient-refractive-index) lenses with a
relay lens in-between that allows access to deep structures. GRIN lenses have optical prop-
erties that guide and focus light and when implanted above a target structure, relay the Ca2+
fluorescent signal from the target tissue144. The fluorescent dynamics are captured using an in-
tegrated head-mounted microscope that is light-weight enough to permit free movement of the
animal. The major advantage of this approach over fibre photometry is that it affords single cell
resolution imaging and provides spatial information. However, the tissue damage incurred by
the implanted lenses, which range from 0.5mm-1mm in diameter, may have adverse effects on
the neural network under investigation145. Additionally, since this approach uses single-photon
imaging, optical sectioning is not possible, which decreases the resolution due to collection
of out-of-focus light. However, with post-processing, single cell bodies can be isolated for
analysis145. Despite the drawbacks, use of GRIN lenses in conjunction with miniaturised mi-
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croscopes allows monitoring of activity of large numbers of neurons with single cell resolution
in previously inaccessible brain regions. GRIN lenses are also now being used in conjunction
with two-photon imaging, allowing a better resolution of the neurons of interest146. Overall, the
use of neuronal activity imaging techniques are an important step forward in understanding the
function of neural circuits in behaviour.
Chapter 2
Thesis objectives
The overwhelming perception that the amygdaloid complex principally controls aversive be-
haviours such as fear and anxiety is short-sighted given the wealth of studies documenting this
region in controlling reward and appetitive behaviour. The so-called output amygdala region,
the CeA, contains many populations of molecularly-defined neuron types, rendering it a very
heterogeneous region. This is a likely explanation for the lack of clarity in defining the func-
tion of the CeA in appetitive and reward-related behaviours. Given the availability of tools to
genetically-target, manipulate and observe defined populations of neurons in vivo, the aim of
my thesis was to investigate the CeA circuits that control appetitive behaviour in a cell-type
specific manner.
My starting point was the report that CeAPKCδ neurons mediate feeding suppression under
specific conditions, and that the likely mechanism is through local inhibition of CeAPKCδ- neur-
ons66. This suggested, first, that CeAPKCδ- neurons promote feeding and secondly, since food
intake can be considered the results of an appetitive or positive valence signal, that CeAPKCδ-
neurons may be involved in reward seeking behaviour. To test these hypotheses, I focused
on two molecularly-defined populations of CeA neurons: 1) CeASOM neurons, that functionally
antagonise CeAPKCδ neurons in fear behaviour, 13% of which reportedly express PKCδ84 . 2)
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CeAHtr2a neurons, which overlap with CeASOM neurons, but not with PKCδ86.
To probe the function of these neurons in feeding behaviour, I used in vivo chemogenetic,
optogenetic and targeted cell-ablation methods in cre-expressing mice in combination with as-
says to determine food intake in different conditions. I found that indeed defined populations
of CeAPKCδ- neurons functionally oppose those that express PKCδ. However, there were dif-
ferences between the CeASOM and CeAHtr2a neurons, with CeAHtr2a neurons mediating the
strongest effect.
Next, since food intake can reflect different internal states and the influence of environmental
factors, including hunger and hedonia influences5 I sought to determine the aspect of feeding
that CeAHtr2a neurons control. To do so, I placed the results of neural activity manipulation
experiments in context by monitoring the endogenous activity of the CeAHtr2a neurons during
food consumption using in vivo Ca2+ imaging with single cell resolution using a head-mounted
miniscope. These findings revealed a role for CeAHtr2a neurons in the consummatory aspect of
food consumption.
Finally, the consumption of food is strongly influenced by its intrinsically rewarding prop-
erties147. The finding that CeAHtr2a neurons promote food intake and are active during con-
sumption suggested a role of these neurons in processing the rewarding properties of food
rather than hunger. I determined that CeAHtr2a neurons intrinsically promote reward seeking
using closed-loop self-stimulation experiments. Further, I found that activity of CeAHtr2a neur-
ons modulates food’s intrinsically rewarding properties to influence consumption. Thus, these
neurons appear to promote food consumption by positively reinforcing ongoing eating beha-
viour. Together, these findings reveal a role for a defined subpopulation of CeA neurons in
promoting food consumption and reward seeking, demonstrating that within the same brain re-
gions, neighbouring populations of neurons perform antagonistic functions. More broadly, these
results add to the current understanding of how appetitive signals are routed through the brain
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The Htr2a-cre BAC transgenic line (STOCK Tg[Htr2a-cre] KM208Gsat/Mmucd) was im-
ported from the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center. PKCδ-cre (Tg(Prkcd-glc-1/CFP,-
Cre)EH124Gsat) BAC mice were obtained from the Gensat Database and SOM-IRES-cre
(SSTtm2.1(cre)Zjh/J) mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Td-Tomato (B6.Cg-
Gt(ROSA) 26Sortm9(CAG- tdTomato)Hze/J)148 and Rosa26R149 mouse lines have been previ-
ously described.
Mice used for all experiments were between 1-4 months old. For immunostaining and elec-
trophysiology, both male and female mice were used. Male mice were used for behaviour
experiments, except for the Ca2+ imaging, where females were used. All mice that underwent
surgery procedures for behaviour experiments were singly housed on a 12hr light-dark cycle
with ad libitum food and water access unless food or water deprivation was required for experi-
ments. All feeding relevant behaviour experiments were conducted in the early part of the light
period (8am-1pm).
29
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3.2 Viral constructs
The following AAVs were purchased for the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Gene
Therapy Center Vector Core: AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry, AAV8- hSyn -DIO-mCherry,
AAV5-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-eYFP, AAV5-Ef1a-DIO-eYFP, AAV5-flex-mCherry-dtA, AAV5-ef1a-DIO-
npHR3.0-mCherry. The AAV2/9-Ef1a-DIO-GCaMP6s-eYFP virus was produced at University
of Pennsylvania Vector Core.
3.3 Stereotaxic surgeries
3.3.1 Virus injections
Mice were anesthetized for surgery with isoflourane and placed on a heating pad on a
stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments). Throughout the surgery isolfourane as maintained at
(1.5-2%). A systemic (Carprofen 5 mg / kg bodyweight) was administered.
Mice for optogenetic and chemogenetic experiments received a bilateral injection of 0.3µl
of virus in the CeA through a 0.2mm hole drilled in the skull at the following coordinates from
bregma: - 1.22mm anteroposterior, ±2.8mm lateral. Virus was injected at the same coordinates
4.72mm ventral from bregma. Mice for in vivo optogenetic experiments received a bilateral
implantation of optic fibres (200µm core, 0.22 NA, 1.25mm ferrule (Thor labs)) above the CeA
(-4.2mm ventral) or PBN (-5.1mm anteroposterior, ±1.7mm lateral, -3.0mm ventral). Implants
were secured with cyanoacrylic glue and dental acrylic was used to cover the exposed skull
(Paladur). For all other animals, the incision was closed with sutures.
Mice for in vivo Ca2+ imaging experiments were injected unilaterally in the left CeA using
the same coordinates as above. 0.3µl AAV-GCaMP6s of virus was used.
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3.3.2 GRIN lens implantation
One week after the virus surgery, mice were again anesthetized and placed in the stereo-
taxic frame. A 0.8mm hole was drilled at the same coordinates where the virus was injected.
The hole as cleared of bone and coagulated blood and a sterile 20G need as lowered into the
brain to clear a path for the lens to a depth of -4.5mm from the cortical surface. The GRIN lens
(GLP-0673; diameter: 0.6mm, length: ∼7.3mm Inscopix) was lowered into brain and secured
at -4.35mm from the cortical surface. The lens was glued in place with UV-curable glue (Loctite
4305). A 2cm metal headbar that extended 1.5cm beyond the back of the mouse’s head as
fixed to the skull adjacent to the lens using dental cement which was also used to cover ex-
posed skull (Paladur). The headbar assisted with mounting of the miniature microscope. The




Mice for all experiments were habituated to the behaviour context for 2x daily 10 minute
sessions prior to the experiment. Testing was conducting at the beginning of the light cycle with
ad libitum food access (CeAHtr2a::hM3D and CeASOM::hM3D) or after 24 hours food deprivation
(CeAPKCδ::hM3D and CeAHtr2a::dtA and anorexigenic drug and bitter food tests). The experi-
ments were conducted in a 50cm x 25cm plastic arena inside a soundproof chamber containing
houselights and cameras to record the sessions (TSE Multiconditioning System). The beha-
viour arena contained two plastic cups in opposite corners, one with a pre-weighed food pellet.
Experiments were conducted over 40 minute sessions and the remaining food was weight after
20, 30 or 40 minutes depending on the experiment. The session was video recorded and
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feeding behavior was scored manually.
Mice for DREADD experiments received CNO (2mg/kg diluted in saline) or saline by in-
traperitoneal injection (IP) 20 minutes prior to the start of experiments and allowed to recover
in their homecage. The following drugs were dissolved in saline and administed IP 20 minutes
prior to the experiments: LiCl (150mg/kg) (Sigma), LPS (0.1mg/kg) (Sigma).
Food pellets for bitter food experiments were soaked in 10mM quinine (Sigma) solution in
distilled water for 10 minutes and air dried overnight. Clay pellets for experiments comparing
consumption of food and clay pellets were prepared by preparing a paste of kaolin (aluminium
silicate hydroxide, Sigma) with 1% gum arabic (Sigma) in distilled water. The paste was shaped
to resemble food pellets and air dried overnight. The mice were familiarized to the clay pellets
in the home cage for three days prior to the experiment.
Mice for optognetic experiments were bilaterally tethered to optic fibre patch cables (Doric
Lenses or Thorlabs) via a mating sleeve (Thorlabs). The mice were habituated to this pro-
cess and the behaviour context for 3x 15 minute daily sessions prior to the experiment. The
patch cables were connected via a rotary joint (Doric Lenses) to a 473nm (CNI lasers) or
561nm (Cobolt) lasers. Photoactivation experiments were conducted with 10-15mW 10ms,
473nm light pulses at 5, 10 or 20Hz. Photoinhibition experiments were conducted with con-
stant 561nm 10mW light. Lasers were controlled by Bonsai150 and Arduino microcontrollers
(www.arduino.cc). Prior to the experiment, mice were tethered to the patch cables and allowed
to recover in the behaviour arena for 5 minutes. For photostimulation experiments, mice with ad
libitum food access received 20 minutes laser ON and 20 minutes laser OFF. For photoinhibi-
tion experiments, food deprived mice received 10 minutes laser ON and 10 minutes laser OFF.
The food remaining at the end of each epoch was weighed. The session was video recorded
and feeding behavior during the photostimulation epochs was scored manually.
For in vivo validation of hM3D and ChR2 tools, the mice were subjected to either IP injection
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of CNO (2mg/kg) injection and perfused two hours later (CeAHtr2a:: hM3D and mcherry controls
) or 20 minutes 20Hz, 10mW photostimulation and perfused one hour later (CeAHtr2a:: ChR2
and eYFP controls).
3.4.2 Taste sensitivity
CeAHtr2a::hM3D, CeASOM::hM3D mice and mCherry controls were deprived of water overnight.
The mice were trained in 5x daily 1 hour sessions to drink distilled water from a two-bottle cus-
tom licometer151. Mice were allowed ad libitum access to water in their homecage for 1 hour.
On the 6th day, mice received an IP injection of CNO (2mg/kg diluted in saline) 20 minutes prior
to the experiment. The mice were tested for their preference to drink 1mM Quinine (in distilled
water) (Sigma) solution over distilled water. Preference ratio:
Number of 1mM Quinine solution licks
Number of Quinine solution licks + Number of H2O licks
Licks were timestamped with Arduino microcontrollers and analysed with a custom written
Python script.
3.4.3 Open field
CeAHtr2a::hM3D, CeAHtr2a::dtA mice and controls were allowed to explore a novel custom
plexiglas arena (50 x 50 x 25cm). The location of the animals were tracked for 15 minutes.
Number of entries to the centre of the arena (a 25 x 25cm square), velocity and distance
travelled were calculated using Ethovision XT 11 (Noldus). CeAHtr2a::hM3D and control mice
were injected IP with CNO (2mg/kg diluted in saline) 20 minutes prior to the experiment.
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3.4.4 Real-time place preference
Mice for all experiments were allowed to freely explore a custom plexiglas two-chambered
arena (50 x 25 x 25cm). The photostimulated/inhibited compartment was randomly assigned.
ChR2-expressing mice and controls received 5, 10 or 20Hz 473nm photostimulation in one
compartment. NpHR-expressing mice and controls received constant 561nm light in one com-
partment. The location of the animal was tracked using Bonsai150 and the laser was triggered
with Arduino microcontrollers (www.arduino.cc). The experiments were conducted over 20
minutes with the percent time spent in the photostimulated/inhibited side of the chamber, dis-
tance travelled and velocity assessed in the last 15 minutes using Ethovision XT 11 (Noldus).
3.4.5 Intracranial self-stimulation
Prior to the experiments all mice were food restricted overnight. The experiment was con-
ducted over 2x daily 1 hours sessions and took place in a custom chamber equipped with
a custom two-port nosepoke system (modified from https://bitbucket.org/takam/behavioural-
hardware), with LEDs above each nosepoke and a piezo speaker (Conrad). One port was
randomly designated the active port. Both inactive and active ports were baited with food treats
to encourage exploration on Day 1. Nosepokes in the active port were coupled to an intracra-
nial light train (473nm, 10-15mW, 60 x 20Hz pulses). Nosepokes in the inactive port had no
consequence. Pokes in both ports elicited illumination of a reinforcing LED (1 second) above
the respective port and either a 1kHz or 1.5kHz tone (1 second). Nosepoke time stamps were
collected via Bonsai150 and Arduino microcontrollers (www.arduino.cc) and Day 2 data was
analysed using a custom written Python script.
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3.4.6 Progressive ratio 2 task
CeAHtr2a::hM3D and mCherry mice were maintained at 85-90% free-feeding weight by ad-
ministering a once daily food pellet of 2.5-3.5g. Mice were trained to nosepoke for food pellets
in a custom two-port nosepoke system (as for Intracranial self-stimulation). In the first phase of
training, the designated active port led to delivery of a single 20mg food pellet (TSE Systems)
from a pellet dispenser (Noldus) into a food magazine on a fixed ratio 1 schedule (FR1; 1 active
poke = 1 pellet). Pokes were reinforced by a LED which was illuminated below the respective
port (3 seconds) and either a 1kHz or 1.5kHz tone (3 seconds). Nosepoke time stamps were
collected via Bonsai150 and Arduino microcontrollers (www.arduino.cc). Once mice could dis-
criminate between the active and inactive ports on a FR1 schedule by at least 3:1 for three
consecutive sessions, mice were subjected to three FR5 sessions (FR5: 5 active pokes = 1
pellet). Following this were four sessions where pellets were delivered on a progressive ratio
2 schedule (each successive pellet requires two additional nosepokes responses eg. 1, 3, 5,
7 etc). PR2 performance of the mice was tested after ad libitum food access. Mice received
an IP injection of CNO (2mg/kg diluted in saline) or saline 20 minutes prior to the session. The
order of the CNO and saline sessions were counterbalanced. The metrics of motivation to ob-
tain food pellets were the number of active nosepokes and the breakpoint (highest number of
consecutive nosepokes made to obtain a food pellet).
3.4.7 Palatable reward consumption
CeAHtr2a::NpHR and mCherry mice were maintained at 85-90% free-feeding weight by ad-
ministering a once daily food pellet of 2.5-3.5g. Mice tethered to optic fibre patch cables were
allowed to consume a palatable reward solution (Fresubin, 2kcal/ml) from a metal licometer
(as for Taste sensitivity). The mice were trained for daily 30 minute sessions until their licking
performance was stable. This was when the number of licks per session over three consecutive
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days varied by <±10% from the first of the three days. Mice were then tested for Fresubin con-
sumption after ad libitum food access during a 20 minute session with constant photoinhibition
(561nm, 10mW). Licks were recorded and analysed as for Taste sensitivity.
3.4.8 Conditioned flavour preference
CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice were allowed to freely consumed two differently flavoured non-caloric
gels in their homecage overnight. Gels: (0.3% grape or cherry sugar-free Kool-Aid (Kraft), 1%
Agar (Sigma), 0.15% saccharin (Sigma) in dH2O). Baseline flavour preferences was determ-
ined as the average of two sessions, conducted as follows: Mice were tethered to optic-fibre
patch cables and habituated in an empty plexiglas cage for 30 minutes. 0.3g of both gels were
introduced to the cage and the gel that remained was weighed after 15 minutes. Conditioning
occurred over two-daily sessions, conducted 4 hours apart, for four days total. The order of the
sessions was inverted each day. Conditioning 1: mice were allowed to consume 0.3g of the
less-preferred flavour concurrent with 25 minutes 473nm intracranial light pulses (10-15mW,
20Hz). The photostimulation was initiated 5 minutes after the gel as introduced to the cage.
Conditioning 2: mice were allowed to consume 0.3g of the more-preferred flavour over a 30
minute session in the absence of photostimulation. The day following the last conditioning ses-
sion, conditioned flavour preference was tested. Preference was calculated as the average
from the two sessions where mice were presented with 0.3g of both flavours for 15 minutes.
3.5 in vivo Ca2+ imaging
Two weeks after the lens implantation surgery, the mice were checked for GCaMP6s fluor-
escence. The mice were headfixed using the skull-affixed metal headbar to clamp the animal
in place while it ran on a spinning wheel. The top of the lens was cleaned using acetone and
70% ethanol using lens paper (Leica). The miniature microscope (Inscopix) with a baseplate
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(BLP-2, Inscopix) in place as positioned above the lens using a custom clamp. The position
of the microscope was adjusted to a suitable field-of-view so that GCaMP6s fluorescence and
neural dynamics were observable. One an ideal field-of-view was established, the mice were
anesthetized in the same position with isoflurane and the baseplate was cemented in place
(Vertise Flow). A baseplate cap (BCP-2, Inscopix) was left in place and secured with a hex key
(Inscopix) until imaging experiments.
Two groups of CeAHtr2a::GCaMP6s mice were used for the free feeding (4 mice) and FR1
(3 mice) experiments. The miniscope was secured into the baseplate using the hex key while
the mice were headfixed and running on the wheel. Mice for the free feeding experiment were
habituated to head-fixation and carrying a dummy miniscope to acclimate to the weight for 3
x 15 minute daily sessions prior to the experiment. These mice were food deprived overnight
before imaging. Food restricted mice for the FR1 experiment (85-90% free-feeding body weight)
were trained to nosepoke for 20mg food pellets on a FR1 schedule (same experimental setup
as for Progressive ratio 2 task). Training sessions were conducted with a dummy miniscope in
place until the mice could discriminate between the active and inactive nosepokes by at least
3:1 over three consecutive sessions. On the day of the imaging session, miniscope-mounted
mice were allowed to acclimate in their homecage for 10 minutes.
For both imaging experiments, images from the miniscope were obtained in compressed
TIFF format at 20Hz using the Inscopix nVista HD V2 software. LED power was set to 40-
60% (04-0.6mW) and the analogue gain was set at 1-2. Mouse behaviour was video re-
corded with overhead and side-mounted cameras. The nVista software and behaviour cam-
eras were triggered and synchronized using Bonsai Bonsai150 and Arduino microcontrollers
(www.arduino.cc). Food contact, eating start and stop events were manually scored after the
session.
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3.6 Ca2+ imaging data analysis
Compressed time-lapse imaging of Ca2+ activity was filtered using a low-pass fast fourier
transform filter, applied to each frame using ImageJ (NIH). This was done in order to reduce
neuropil contamination of the signal. Mosaic software (v1.1.3; Inscopix) was used for motion
correction, and principal and individual component analysis to identify individual cells and to
extract raw fluorescence traces. Each Ca2+ trace and cell mask was manually validated to
ensure that each arose from an individual cell. Duplicated and overlapping cell masks were
removed.
δF/F0 was calculated as (F-F0)/F0, where F0 is the lowest 5% of the fluorescence of each









For the free-feeding experiment where the first eating bout was considered, the first 20
second was compared to the 20 seconds preceding the bout was analysed. The cells were
classified according to changes in activity with all eating bouts longer than 20 seconds in the
experiment considered. Average Ca2+ activity during the bout was compared to the average
activity in the preceding non-eating bout. For the FR1 imaging experiments, the area under the
curve was calculated during the event and compared to a baseline period of the same length
prior to the event onset. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used to statically compare activity during
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Cells with statistically significant changes in activity were considered responsive neurons
and those with a positive preference index were classified as activated during eating while
those with a negative preference index were classified as inhibited during eating. Analyses
were performed using custom written Matlab and Python scripts.
3.7 Histology
Following the conclusion of experiments mice were perfused. The mice were anesthetized
with ketamine/xylazine (100 mg/kg, 16 mg/kg respectively) and transcardially perfused with
phosphase-buffered saline (PBS) and then 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (w/v) in PBS. Brains
were removed from the skull as post-fixed overnight at 4◦C in 4% PFA overnight before cryo-
preservation in 15% and then 30% sucrose in PBS at 4◦C. Brains were embedded in O.C.T
(Fisher Scientific) and cut with a cryostat (Leica) into 50µm floating sections in PBS.
3.8 Immunohistochemistry
Brain sections were washed in 1X PBS 0.5% TritonX-100 followed by blocking at room tem-
perature for two hours in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) diluted in 1X PBS 0.1% TritonX-100
and then incubated in primary antibody at 4◦C overnight. Primary antibodies: rabbit anti-cfos
(1:1000) (Santa Cruz); mouse anti-PKCδ (1:100) (610398, BD Biosciences), chicken anti-LacZ
(1:200) (ab9361, Abcam), rabbit anti-SOM (1:1000) (T-4103, Peninsula Laboratories Interna-
tional). After primary antibody exposure, the sections were washes in 1X PBS 0.1% TritonX-
100 (3x 15 minutes) and were incubated in secondary antibody at for 2 hours at room temperat-
ure. Secondary antibodies: Alexa Fluor donkey anti-rabbit/mouse/chicken488/Cy3/647, (1:500)
(Jackson). After 3x15 minutes 1X PBS 0.1% TritonX-100 washes, sections were incubated in
DAPI and coverslipped (Dako).
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3.9 Microscopy
Confocal Z-stack images were obtained using a Leica SP8 microscope equipped with a
20X/0.75 IMM objective. Epifluorescent images were acquired using an upright microscope
(Zeiss) and 5X/0.15 or 10X/0.3 objectives (Zeiss). The brightness and contrast function and
median and mean filteres in ImageJ (NIH) were used to minimally adjust the images and to
reduce noise. All quantifications from brain sections were performed from bregma -1.22 to -
1.58mm (n=3 sections per mouse, n= 3 mice). For colocalization of Htr2a;βgal overlap with
PKCδ or SOM immunostaining, ImageJ was used to manually count the cells. For cfos detec-
tion, cfos positive cells were quantified from immunostaining on brain sections using ImageJ.
For quantification of Htr2a-cre::tdTomato neurons that remained in Htr2a-cre::dtA mice, mCh-
erry (infected but unablated) expressing neurons were distinguished from tdTomato neurons
using an upright epifluorescent microscope (Zeiss). Brain sections from mice from behavioural
and imaging experiments were examined using an upright epifluorescent microscope (Zeiss)
for validation of virus expression and/or optic fibre placement. Those mice in which either the
virus expression or optic fibre was not appropriately located were excluded from analysis.
3.10 Slice electrophysiology
The mice were deeply anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine/Xylazine mix-
ture (100 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg body weight, respectively) and transcardially perfused with ice-
cold protective artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing: 92 mM N-methyl-D-glucamine
(NMDG), 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 30 mM NaHCO3,20 mM HEPES, 25 mM gluc-
ose, 2 mM thiourea, 5 mM Na-ascorbate, 3 mM Na-pyruvate, 0.5 mM CaCl2·7H2O and 10 mM
MgSO4·7H2O. Coronal brain sections of 250µm thickness were cut with a vibratome (Leica,
VT1000S) in ice-cold protective aCSF. Slices were recovered for 15 minutes at 32 ◦C in regu-
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lar aCSF containing 126 mM NaCl, 1.6 mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 2.4 mM
CaCl2, 18 mM NaHCO3, 11 mM glucose, oxygenated with carbogen. Slices were then kept at
25 ◦C until recording.
Slices were visualized using fluorescent microscope equipped with IR-DIC optics (Olympus
BX51). All electrophysiological recordings were performed in a chamber constantly superfused
with corbogenated regular aCSF at 30-32 ◦C. Whole-cell voltage, current-clamp or cell-attached
recordings were performed with a MultiClamp 700B amplifier and Digidata 1550 (Molecular
Devices).
The patch pipette with a resistance of 4-6 MΩwas filled with intracellular recording solution.
The intracellular solution for current clamp contained: 130 mM K-Gluconate, 10 mM KCl, 2
mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM Na-ATP, 0.2 mM Na2GTP, 0.2% neurobiotin, pH7.35 and
290mOsm. The intracellular solution for voltage clamp recordings contained 125 mM CsCl, 5
mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 0.6 mM EGTA, 4 mM Mg-ATP, 0.3 mM Na2GTP, 10 mM lidocaineN-
ethyl bromide (QX-314), pH 7.2 and 290mOsm. For confirmation of hM3Dq function in CeAHtr2a
neurons, 1 µM of CNO diluted in aCSF was used. The holding potential for voltage clamp
recordings was -70 mV, if not indicated differently.
For ChR2-assisted circuit mapping in brain slices a multi-LED array system (CoolLED) con-
nected to the epifluorescence port of the Olympus BX51 microscope was used. 1-2 ms light
pulses at λ = 470 nm ranging from 1 to 10 mW·mm-2 was delivered to trigger action potentials
in presynaptic cell.
3.11 Statistics
For behavior experiments, littermates animals were randomly assigned to the experimental
group and were identified by unique identification number. Pairwise comparisons were calcu-
lated by un-paired or paired two-tailed t-tests and multiple group data comparisons were cal-
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culated by one-way or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. Normality was assessed
using Shapiro-Wilk tests. In the case where normality tests failed, Mann-Whitney or Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests were used. Statistical analysis were performed using Graphpad Prism 6.0, Mat-




4.1 Genetic identification of CeAPKCδ- neurons
To determine the role of molecularly-defined CeA neuron populations in promoting food
intake and reward-related behaviours, we focused on two populations of CeA neurons: soma-
tostatin -expressing (CeASOM) and serotonin receptor 2A-expressing (CeAHtr2a) neurons. Previ-
ously, it was reported that CeASOM and CeAHtr2a neurons are chiefly PKCδ-84,86. To determine
the overlap between the two populations, Htr2a-cre mice were crossed to a ROSALacZ reporter
line. Subsequent immunostaining of brain sections from these mice to visualize the Htr2a-cre
population (βgalactosidase) and SOM, revealed that although CeASOM and CeAHtr2a neurons
are expressed in an overlapping region, Htr2a was restricted to more medial parts of the CeL
and throughout the CeM, while SOM was expressed throughout the CeL and to a lesser extent
in the CeM than Htr2a (Figure 4.1a). In the CeL, approximately 50% of CeAHtr2a neurons ex-
press SOM, which was lower than previously reported86 (Figure 4.1a). Given the poor quality
of the SOM staining and the lack of methods to visualize the expression of Htr2a+ neurons in
SOM-cre;LacZ animals, the overlap of these two markers with respect to the CeASOM popula-
tion was not possible to determine. Next, the overlap in expression of each marker with PKCδ
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was determined by immunohistochemistry for PKCδ on brain sections derived from LacZ re-
porter mice. Similar to a prior report, a small degree of overlap between SOM and PKCδ84 was
found (Figure 4.1b, d), while <1% CeAHtr2a neurons were found to express PKCδ, lower than
was previously reported86 (Figure 4.1b, d). Together these data demonstrate that CeASOM and
CeAHtr2a neurons constitute partially overlapping populations of primarily PKCδ- neurons.
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Figure 4.1: Expression pattern of CeA molecularly defined neuron populations. a) Expression
in the CeA of Htr2a+ neurons marked by βgal and SOM+ neurons. Approximately 50% of CeAHtr2a
neurons also co-express SOM (n = 3 brain sections/3 mice). b) Expression in the CeA of SOM+ and
PKCδ+ neurons (n = 3 brain sections/3 mice). c) Expression in the CeA of Htr2a+ neurons marked
by βgal and PKCδ+ neurons. Very little overlap exists between the CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ populations
(n = 3 brain sections/3 mice). d) Distribution of CeA neurons that express Htr2a, SOM and PKCδ+.
The distinct populations expressing PKCδ or Htr2a each comprise approximately 25% of the total CeA
neuron population (n = 3 brain sections/3 mice).
CeL, central lateral amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala. Scale bar = 100µm. Bar plots
indicate mean ±SEM.
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4.2 CeAHtr2a neurons are sufficient for food intake
4.2.1 Validation of chemogenetic tools
Given that CeASOM and CeAHtr2a neurons constitute largely PKCδ- CeA neuron populations,
I next asked whether they functionally oppose CeAPKCδ neurons to promote food intake. I first
used a chemogenetic approach in order to investigate the effect of artificial neuron activation
over the long timescale afforded by this technique. Here, Cre-dependent AAVs expressing the
activating DREADD hM3Dq-mCherry were stereotaxically injected bilaterally into the CeA of
Htr2a-cre or SOM-cre expressing mice (Figure 4.2a). In both cases, expression of hM3Dq-
mCherry was expressed throughout the CeA, mainly localised to the neural processes rather
than cell bodies (Htr2a-cre as an example in Figure 4.2b). In acute brain slices from hM3Dq-
mCherry expressing Htr2a-cre mice, application of the otherwise biologically inert DREADD
ligand Clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) to the slice induced robust firing of the cell, which was sup-
pressed when the CNO was washed off the slice (Figure 4.2c). I confirmed that in vivo activation
of the DREADD by intraperitoneal injection (IP) (2mg/kg) injection of CNO resulted in robust ex-
pression of the neuronal activity marker cfos in DREADD-expressing Htr2a-cre mice but not in
control animals that express only mCherry (Figure 4.2d,e).





























Figure 4.2: Validation of the activating DREADD hM3Dq. a) Scheme depicting transduction of cre-
dependent AAV-hM3Dq-mCherry bilaterally into the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice by stereotaxic injection. b)
Representative image of hM3Dq-mCherry expression in the CeA of an Htr2a-cre mouse. c) Whole-cell
current clamp recording of a hM3Dq-mCherry expressing cell in an ex vivo brain slice. Firing of the cell
was induced when 1 µM CNO was washed into the slice bath (shaded area) which shortly returned to
baseline when the CNO was washed out. d) Representative images of the CeA from mice expressing
mCherry in the CeA (Left) or hM3Dq-mCherry (Right) immunostained for cfos (the cfos channel only is
shown) after IP injection of CNO (2 mg/kg). e) Quantification of the number of cfos positive neurons in
the CeA after IP injection of CNO. Cfos express is strongly induced only in hM3Dq-mCherry expressing
mice (n= 3 brain sections/3 mice).
CeL, central lateral amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala. Scale bar = 100 µm. Bar plots
indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test. *** p<0.001.
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4.2.2 Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons promotes feeding in fed
mice
To determine the effect of activating CeAHtr2a and CeASOM neurons on food intake, I ex-
pressed hM3Dq-mCherry or mCherry in the CeA of cre-expressing mice (Figure 4.3a). The
mice were then run through a free-feeding assay where they had free access to a pre-weighed
food pellet for 40 minutes (Figure 4.3b). The mice received an IP injection of CNO or Saline
20 minutes prior to the start of the assay (Figure 4.3c). Each mouse underwent the experiment
twice, with CNO and Saline delivered three days apart in a counterbalanced order. At the end
of the food intake test period, the remaining food was weighed (Figure 4.3c). I first confirmed
the previously published findings that activation of CeAPKCδ neurons drastically reduces food
intake in mice that have been fasted for 24 hours prior to the experiment (Figure 4.3d). I then
investigated whether activation of the two populations of CeAPKCδ- neurons have the opposite
effect- that is to promote food intake. I assessed the effect of this manipulation in ad lib fed
animals at the beginning of the light cycle when food intake is typically low. Using this ap-
proach, I found that DREADD-mediated activation of CeASOM neurons did not alter the amount
of food consumed by CeASOM::hM3Dq CNO-treated animals when compared to control groups
(Figure 4.3e).
Conversely, I found that acute activation of CeAHtr2a neurons led to a significant increase
in food consumed (Figure 4.4a, b). Subsequent analysis of video recorded feeding sessions
where mice were treated with CNO revealed that this effect was due to an increase in the time
that CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice spent eating, as the total duration was increased compared to the
controls (Figure 4.4c). The average duration of the bouts (Figure 4.4d) and number of bouts
were not significantly increased (Figure 4.4e).




















Figure 4.3: Chemogenetic activation of genetically-defined CeA neural subpopulations. a)
Scheme depicting transduction of cre-dependent AAV-hM3Dq-mCherry bilaterally into the CeA of cre
mice by stereotaxic injection. b) Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Mice were free to explore an
arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a pre-weighed food pellet.
c) Experimental timeline. Mice in (d) were food deprived for 24hrs prior to the experiment. Mice in
(e) were satiated at the time of the experiment. d) Chemogenetic activation of CeAPKCδ neurons by
IP injection of CNO into CeAPKCδ::hM3Dq mice suppressed food consumption in food deprived mice
compared to consumption when the same mice were injected with saline and compared to CNO-treated
CeAPKCδ::mCherry mice. (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3Dq). e) Chemogenetic activation of CeASOM neurons
by IP injection of CNO into CeASOM::hM3Dq mice did not affect food consumption in satiated mice (n= 6
mCherry, n= 8 hM3Dq).
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test. * p<0.05,** p<0.01.
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Figure 4.4: Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons evokes food consumption. a) Chemo-
genetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons by IP injection of CNO into CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice significantly
increased food consumption in satiated mice compared to when the same mice were injected with saline
and compared to CNO-treated CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3Dq). b) Ethogram
depicting the feeding bouts of individual CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq and CeAHtr2a::mCherry CNO-treated mice
throughout the 40min session. Each row is an individual animal. c) Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a
neurons increased the total time the animals spent eating compared to CNO-treated CeAHtr2a::mCherry
controls (n= 5 mcherry, n= 5 hM3Dq). d) Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons did not
significantly increase the average duration of the feeding bouts (n= 5 mcherry, n= 5 hM3Dq). e) The
number of feeding bouts of CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice was not significantly different to CeAHtr2a::mCherry
controls (n= 5 mcherry, n= 5 hM3Dq).
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test (Figure 4.4a). Two-way unpaired t-test (Figure 4.4c-e). *
p<0.05,** p<0.01.
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4.2.3 Activation of CeAPKCδ- neurons rescues CeAPKCδ neuron-mediated
anorexia
I next determined whether there may be a functional interaction between CeAHtr2a and
CeAPKCδ neurons by investigating whether activation of CeAHtr2a neurons can overcome ap-
petite suppression under conditions where CeAPKCδ neurons are active. Thus, hM3Dq and
mCherry-expressing Htr2a-cre or SOM-cre mice were fasted overnight and injected IP with
different compounds that strongly suppress feeding in hungry mice (Figure 4.5a-c). Lithium
chloride (LiCl) was used to mimic illness caused by toxic food ingestion152 while lipopolysac-
charide (LPS), a bacterial wall protein, was used to emulate bacterial infection153. I found that
DREADD-mediated activation of CeAHtr2a neurons blunted the anorexic effect of both com-
pounds (Figure 4.5d). Conversely, activation of CeASOM neurons did not evoke such an ef-
fect, with hM3Dq-expressing animals treated with CNO eating comparable quantities of food to
mCherry-expressing controls (Figure 4.5e). I also tested whether activation of these neuronal
populations could rescue the feeding suppressant effect of bitter foods, previously shown to be
mediated by CeAPKCδ neurons66. To test this, normal food pellets were soaked in a concen-
trated quinine solution and dried before testing. I found that hungry mice ate more of the bitter
food when their CeASOM or CeAHtr2a neurons were activated than control mCherry-expressing
animals (Figure 4.5f,g). These mice were still sensitive to bitter tastes, as quinine solution was
still aversive compared to water, tested in a two-bottle choice assay (Figure 4.5h,i). Together
these data show a dissociation between CeAHtr2a and CeASOM neurons as to the conditions un-
der which they evoke food intake, with CeAHtr2a neurons more potently promoting consumption
under ad lib fed and anorexigenic conditions.
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Figure 4.5: Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a and CeASOM neurons modulates the effects of
anorectic drugs and food. a) Scheme depicting transduction of cre-dependent AAV-hM3dq-mCherry
bilaterally into the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice by stereotaxic injection. b) Scheme depicting behaviour setup.
Mice were free to explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing
a pre-weighed food pellet. c) Experimental timeline. Mice were food deprived 24hrs prior to the
experiment and tested during the light period in the light cycle. d) Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a
neurons partially reduced the appetite-suppressant effect of LiCl and LPS (n= 7 mCherry, n= 8 hM3Dq
(Saline); n= 9 mCherry, n= 11 hM3Dq (LiCl); n= 8 mCherry, n = 8 hM3Dq (LPS)). e) Chemogenetic
activation of CeASOM neurons did not modulate the appetite-suppressant effect of LiCl and LPS. (n= 7
mCherry, n= 7 hM3Dq (Saline); n= 7 mCherry, n= 8 hM3Dq (LiCl); n= 7 mCherry, n = 7 hM3Dq (LPS)). f)
Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons rescued the appetite-suppressant effect of quinine-laced
bitter food (n= 8 mCherry, n= 9 hM3Dq (Normal); n= 10 mCherry, n= 8 hM3Dq (Bitter). g) Chemogenetic
activation of CeASOM neurons rescued the appetite-suppressant effect of quinine-laced bitter food (n= 5
mCherry, n= 5 hM3Dq (Normal); n= 6 mCherry, n= 7 hM3Dq (Bitter). h) CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice avoided
licking a spout containing 1mM quinine solution comparably to controls (n= 5 mCherry, n= 5 hM3Dq). i)
CeASOM::hM3Dq mice avoided licking a spout containing 1mM quinine solution comparably to controls
(n= 3 mCherry, n= 3 hM3Dq).
LiCl; Lithium chloride, LPS; lipopolysaccharide. Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile
range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution. Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test
(Figure 4.5d-g). Two-way unpaired t-test (Figure 4.5h,i). * p<0.05,** p<0.01.
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4.2.4 Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increases consumption
based on edibility
Previous work has demonstrated that neural modulators of food consumption that reside in
the lateral hypothalamus (LH) promote food consumption but also consummatory behavior dir-
ected at proximal stimuli irrespective of edibility or biological relevance154. I thus investigated
whether, when their CeAHtr2a neurons are active, mice would choose to ingest food items in
preference to engaging with a non-food item. In a modified version of the free-feeding assay,
CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice and mCherry controls (Figure 4.6a) were allowed to explore an arena
containing a pre-weighed food pellet and a piece of clay of similar size and color to the food
pellet (Figure 4.6b). Prior to the experiment, mice were injected IP with CNO. After 30 minutes,
the remaining food and clay pellets were weighed (Figure 4.6c). This revealed, that again,
CeAHtr2a::hM3D mice consumed more of the food pellet than controls and compared to their
consumption of the clay pellet (Figure 4.6d). CeAHtr2a::hM3D mice also spent more time en-
gaging with the food pellet than the clay. Interaction with the food pellet was also increased
compared to the CeAHtr2a::mCherry controls (Figure 4.6e), while the average length of pellet
bouts was longer than that of clay bouts (Figure 4.6f). The number of bouts of any type were
unchanged (Figure 4.6g).
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Figure 4.6: Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons directs consumption towards edible
items. a) Scheme depicting transduction of cre-dependent AAV-hM3Dq-mCherry bilaterally into the
CeA of Htr2a-cre mice by stereotaxic injection. b) Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Mice were free
to explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a pre-weighed
food pellet, the other a pre-weighed clay pellet. c) Experimental timeline. Mice had ad libitum access to
food prior to the experiment and were tested during the light period in the light cycle. d) Chemogenetic
activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increased consumption of the food pellet compared to controls and
compared to consumption of the clay pellet (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3Dq). e) Chemogenetic activation
of CeAHtr2a neurons increased the time spent eating the food pellet compared to controls and compared
the time spent consuming the clay pellet (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3D). f) The average bout length of
food-directed eating bouts was increased in CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice compared to clay-directed eating
bouts (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3Dq). g) The number of feeding bouts of both food types was not
significantly different for either of the animal groups (n= 6 mCherry, n= 6 hM3Dq).
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test. * p<0.05,** p<0.01,*** p<0.001.
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4.2.5 Chemogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons does not increase
motivation to work for food
Since activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increased food consumption, I investigated whether the
same manipulation would increase the effort made to obtain food. CeAHtr2a::hM3D mice and
mCherry controls were trained to nose-poke at a two-port apparatus for single 20mg food pellets
(Figure 4.7a, b). Nose-pokes in the designated ‘active’ port lead to delivery of a food pellet in
addition to reinforcing light and tone cues (see Materials and Methods). ‘Inactive’ nose-pokes
did not lead to pellet delivery, but a different light and cue reinforcer was triggered (see Materials
and Methods) (Figure 4.7b). Mice food restricted to 85-90% of their free-feeding body weight
were trained on a fixed ratio 1 schedule (FR1) (one active poke delivers one pellet), followed
by a FR5 (five active pokes are required to obtain one pellet) and finally a PR2 schedule,
where the poke requirement for a single pellet increased by an additional two pellets (see
Materials and Methods) (Figure 4.7c). The mice were tested for their motivation to obtain
pellets in the ad lib fed state in two consecutive sessions after IP injection of CNO or saline
(counterbalanced) (Figure 4.7d). CeAHtr2a::hM3D mice did not increase their number of active
pokes (Figure 4.7e) nor their breakpoint (number of consecutive nose-pokes made to obtain
a single pellet) (Figure 4.7f) when treated with CNO prior to the session compared to when
they received saline. This suggests that although activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increases food
consumption it does not increase the motivation to work for food.
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Figure 4.7: Chemogenetic activ-
ation of CeAHtr2a neurons does
not increase food seeking. a)
Scheme depicting transduction
of cre-dependent AAV-hM3Dq-
mCherry bilaterally into the CeA
of Htr2a-cre mice by stereotaxic
injection. b) Scheme depicting be-
haviour setup. Mice were trained to
nosepoke at a two-poke apparatus.
The active poke (indicated in blue)
triggered release of a 20 mg food
pellet. Both active and inactive
pokes were coupled to reinforcer
light and tone cues. c) Outline
of the training regime. d) Experi-
mental timeline of the test sessions.
Mice had ad libitum access to food
prior to the experiment and were
tested during the light period in the
light cycle. e) There was no differ-
ence in the number of active pokes
made by CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice
comparing the different treatment
sessions. f) There was no differ-
ence in the breakpoint attained
by CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice compar-
ing the different treatment sessions.
Box–whisker plots indicate median,
interquartile range and 5th-95th
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4.3 Control of feeding and related behaviours by CeAHtr2a
neurons.
4.3.1 Validation of optogenetic tools
Given the observed effects of artificial activation of CeAHtr2a neurons, I further investigated
this finding using optogenetic methods. I used the light-gated opsin channelrhodopsin (ChR2)
to control neuron activity in order to perform more temporally-precise manipulations and invest-
igate the threshold of activation necessary for the induction of feeding behaviour. To achieve
this, I stereotaxically injected cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP into the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice
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(Figure 4.8a), and implanted optical fibres bilaterally above the CeA to deliver light into the
brain. Expression of the ChR2-eYFP was localized to neural processes in both the CeL and
CeM (Figure 4.8b). In acute brain slices, ChR2 activation by 473nm light was found to induce
high fidelity action potentials up to 20Hz frequency (Figure 4.8c). I verified the functionality
of ChR2 in vivo by coupling the implanted fibres to optical fibre patch cables connected to a
473nm laser. ChR2 and eYFP-expressing animals were subjected to a 20 minute session of
optical stimulation of CeAHtr2a neurons (20Hz, ∼10mW 473nm) after which the brains were im-
munostained for the neural activity marker cfos. Cfos expression was strongly induced in the






























Figure 4.8: Validation of ChR2 for activation of CeAHtr2a neurons. a) Scheme depicting expression
of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice. b) Representative image
of ChR2-eYFP expression in the CeA of an Htr2a-cre mouse. c) Representative photocurrents from
a CeAHtr2a::ChR2 cell recorded from an ex vivo brain slice. Blue bars represent delivery of 470 nm
LED light pulses at the indicated photostimulation frequencies. d) Representative images of the CeA
from mice expressing eYFP in the CeA (Left) or ChR2-eYFP (Right) immunostained for cfos (the cfos
channel only is shown) after 20 mins 20Hz intracranial 473 nm light pulses. e) Quantification of the
number of cfos positive neurons in the CeA after 20 mins 20Hz intracranial 473 nm light pulses. Cfos
express is strongly induced only in ChR2-eYFP expressing mice (n= 3 brain sections/3 mice).
CeL, central lateral amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala. Scale bar = 100 µm. Bar plots
indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test. * p<0.05.
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4.3.2 Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons promotes feeding in fed mice
To confirm the finding that activation of CeAHtr2a neurons evokes feeding behavior I al-
lowed CeAHtr2a::ChR2 and eYFP control mice to explore a behavior arena that contained a
pre-weighed food pellet (Figure 4.9a,b, Figure Aa ). The animals were exposed to a 20 minute
epoch of photostimulation followed by a 20 minute period of no stimulation (Figure 4.9c). Each
animal was subjected to three sessions where they received 5Hz, 10Hz or 20Hz photostimu-
lation (473nm, ∼10mW). 20Hz photostimulation was found to elicit increased food consump-
tion by CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice compared to eYFP controls (Figure 4.9d,e). This elevated food
consumption was specific to the activation of CeAHtr2a neurons as it did not continue into the
subsequent ‘laser OFF’ epoch (Figure 4.9d). Photostimulation at 10Hz also elicited increased
food intake above controls but this was not significantly increased above consumption during
the ‘laser OFF’ period (Figure 4.9d).
Post-hoc video analysis of the microstructure of feeding behavior during 20Hz stimulation
revealed that this phenotype was due to an increase in the total time spent feeding and a longer
average bout length but not an increase in the number of bouts (Figure 4.10a-d). Additionally,
the latency to the first eating bout after photostimulation onset was similar for both groups
(Figure 4.10e).
4.3.3 Optogenetic activation promotes feeding-related motor behaviours
During the photostimulation experiments, I noted that the CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice would often
engage in feeding-related motor sequences that were not directed at the food pellet. These
included licking of surrounding structures such as the walls and floor of the arena, gnawing
of the food container and motor sequences where the mouse would appear to be holding and
eating a food pellet, in the absence of a pellet. The propensity of mice to engage in this behavior
increased with the frequency of photostimulation (Figure 4.10f) and occurred in the presence
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Figure 4.9: Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a promotes food consumption. a) Scheme depicting
expression of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and bilateral
placement of optic fibres. b) Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were free
to explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a pre-weighed
food pellet. c) Experimental timeline. Mice were tested during the light period in the light cycle. d)
Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons at 20Hz increased food consumption compared to the laser
OFF epoch and eYFP-expressing control mice. Activation of CeAHtr2a neurons at 10Hz increased
consumption during the laser ON epoch compared to eYFP-expressing controls (n= 8 eYFP, n = 9
ChR2). e) Ethogram depicting the feeding bouts of individual CeAHtr2a::ChR2 and CeAHtr2a::eYFP mice
during the 20min 20Hz laser ON epoch. Each row is an individual animal.
Line plotes indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test or two-tailed paired t-test. * p<0.05,**
p<0.01.
and absence of a food pellet.






























Figure 4.10: Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increases feeding and elicits appetitive
motor behavours. a) CeAHtr2a::ChR2 animals spent a greater percentage of the laser ON epoch
consuming food compared to CeAHtr2a::eYFP control mice (n= 8 eYFP, n = 9 ChR2). b) Optogenetic
activation of CeAHtr2a neurons at 20Hz increased the total time the animals spent eating compared
to CeAHtr2a::eYFP controls (n= 6 eYFP, n = 5 ChR2). c) Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons
increased the average duration of the feeding bouts (n= 6 eYFP, n = 5 ChR2). d) The number of feeding
bouts of CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice was not significantly different to CeAHtr2a::eYFP controls (n= 6 eYFP, n =
5 ChR2). e) Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a neurons did not affect the latency of animals to eat after
the laser was triggered (n= 6 eYFP, n = 5 ChR2). f) CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice engage in non-food directed
appetitive motor behaviors during 10Hz and 20Hz laser ON epochs (n= 7 eYFP, n = 7 ChR2).
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Line plots indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test (Figure 4.10a-e). Two-tailed unpaired t-test
or Mann Whitney test (Figure 4.10f). * p<0.05.
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4.4 CeAHtr2a neurons are not necessary for long-term body
weight homeostasis but for feeding after a fast
4.4.1 Virus-mediated ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons does not affect long term
body weight or food intake
I next determined the consequences of removing CeAHtr2a neurons from the circuit on food
intake. I reasoned that any effects on body weight or food consumption after ablation of these
neurons would highlight their necessity for homeostatic control of feeding. A cre-dependent
AAV carrying the A-subunit of the diphtheria toxin (dtA) was delivered into the CeA of Htr2a-
cre;tdTomato mice (Figure 4.11a). After a month of recovery, the brains were examined for
cell loss in the CeA. The number of tdTomato neurons in the CeA of dtA-expressing mice
was reduced by approximately 70% compared to controls (Figure 4.11b,c) while the number
of adjacent CeAPKCδ neurons was not affected (Figure 4.11d,e). After surgery, the daily food
intake and body weight of the animals was monitored while they were maintained on a regular
chow diet. I found that over a 25-day period after surgery, the daily food intake and body
weight was comparable to eYFP-expressing control mice (Figure 4.12a-c). Together these
data suggest that CeAHtr2a neurons are not required for long-term maintenance of body weight.






























Figure 4.11: Virus-mediated ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons. a) Scheme depicting transduction of
cre-dependent AAV-dtA bilaterally into the CeA of Htr2a-cre;tdTomato mice by stereotaxic injection. b)
Representative image of tdTomato expression in the CeA of an Htr2a-cre;tdTomato mouse expressing
eYFP (left) or dtA (right) in the CeA (tdTomato channel only is shown). c) Quantification of the number
of tdTomato neurons in CeAHtr2a::eYFP and dtA mice. The number of tdTomato CeA neurons was
significantly reduced in CeAHtr2a::dtA mice (n= 3 brain sections from 3 mice). d) Representative
image of PKCδ expression in the CeA of an Htr2a-cre;tdTomato mouse expressing eYFP (left) or dtA
(right) in the CeA (PKCδ channel only is shown). e) Quantification of the number of PKCδ neurons in
CeAHtr2a::eYFP and dtA mice. The number of CeAPKCδ neurons was unchanged in CeAHtr2a::dtA mice
(n= 3 brain sections from 3 mice).
CeL, central lateral amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala. Scale bar = 100 µm. Bar plots
indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test. *** p<0.001.
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4.4.2 Virus-mediated ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons reduces short term feeding
I next examined the effect of CeAHtr2a neuron ablation on short term feeding when mice
were motivated to eat. First, I food deprived the mice overnight and measured food intake
when the mice were hungry and therefore in a highly motivated state (Figure 4.12d,e). This
revealed that CeAHtr2a::dtA mice ate less than controls in a short refeeding period even though
in the hungry state they should be highly motivated to do so (Figure 4.12f).
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Figure 4.12: Virus-mediated ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons reduces food consumption in the
hungry but not ad lib fed state. a) Scheme depicting transduction of cre-dependent AAV-dtA
bilaterally into the CeA of Htr2a-cre;tdTomato mice by stereotaxic injection. b) Ablation of CeAHtr2a
neurons did not affect food intake for 25 days after surgery (n= 4 eYFP, n = 4 dtA). c) Ablation of
CeAHtr2a neurons did not affect body weight for 25 days after surgery (n= 4 eYFP, n = 4 dtA). d) Scheme
depicting behaviour setup. Mice were free to explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were
located, with one containing a pre-weighed food pellet. e) Experimental timeline for refeeding assay.
Mice were food deprived 24hrs prior to the experiment and tested during the light period in the light
cycle. f) CeAHtr2a::dtA mice consumed significantly less food than CeAHtr2a::eYFP control mice during
the 40min refeeding period after an overnight fast (n = 7 eYFP, n= 7 dtA).
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Line plots indicate mean ±SEM. Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test (Figure 4.12b,c).
Two-tailed unpaired t-test (Figure 4.12f). * p<0.05.
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4.4.3 Optogenetic silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons reduces food intake in the
hungry state
I confirmed my finding that ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons are necessary for post-fast refeed-
ing by using the optogenetic silencer halorhodopsin to acutely silence CeAHtr2a neurons. I
injected cre-dependent AAV-NpHR-mCherry into the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and bilaterally im-
planted optical fibres above the CeA (Figure 4.13a,b, Figure Ab). To ensure efficient silencing,
I used constant 561nm laser light to silence the neurons, since CeAPKCδ- neurons have been
reported to exhibit rebound firing after silencing67. The animals were fasted overnight and al-
lowed to explore the arena that contained a pre-weighed food pellet (Figure 4.13c). I exposed
the animals to 10 minutes photoinhibition to minimize local tissue heating created by focal il-
lumination. This was followed by a 10 minute of ‘Light OFF’ epoch. The remaining food was
weighed at the end of each epoch (Figure 4.13d). The amount of food eaten by CeAHtr2a::NpHR
mice was significantly reduced during the photoinhibition period but was comparable to control
CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice in the subsequent ‘Light OFF’ epoch (Figure 4.13e,f). This corrobor-
ates my findings that CeAHtr2a neurons are necessary for food consumption during a highly
motivated, hungry state. Further analysis of the feeding bouts revealed that CeAHtr2a::NpHR
mice spent more time eating (Figure 4.13g) while the average bout duration, number of bouts
and latency to eat were not significantly affected compared to CeAHtr2a::mCherry controls (Fig-
ure 4.13h-j).




































































Figure 4.13: Optogenetic silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons reduces food consumption. a) Scheme
depicting expression of cre-dependent AAV-NpHR-mCherry bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and
bilateral placement of optic fibres. b) Representative image of NpHR-mCherry expression in the CeA
of an Htr2a-cre mouse. c) Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were free to
explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a pre-weighed food
pellet. d) Experimental timeline. Mice were food deprived 24hrs prior to the experiment and tested
during the light period in the light cycle. e) Optogenetic silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons reduced food
consumption compared to the laser OFF epoch and eYFP-expressing control mice. f) Ethogram depict-
ing the feeding bouts of individual CeAHtr2a::NpHR and CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice during the 10min laser
ON epoch. Each row is an individual animal. g) Optogenetic silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons decreased
the total time the animals spent eating compared to CeAHtr2a::mCherry controls (n= 7 mCherry, n = 7
NpHR). h) Optogenetic silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons moderately reduced the average duration of the
feeding bouts (n= 7 mCherry, n = 7 NpHR). i) The number of feeding bouts of CeAHtr2a::NpHR mice
was not significantly different to CeAHtr2a::mCherry controls (n= 7 mCherry, n = 7 NpHR). j) Optogenetic
silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons did not affect the latency of animals to eat after the laser was triggered
(n= 7 mCherry, n = 7 NpHR).
CeL, central lateral amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala. Scale bar = 100 µm. Box–whisker plots
indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution. Line plots indicate mean
±SEM. Two-tailed unpaired t-test or two-tailed paired t-test (Figure 4.13e). Two-tailed unpaired t-test
(Figure 4.13g-j). * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
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4.5 CeAHtr2a neurons do not gate anxiety-like behaviour
Given that the CeA has been most notably implicated in fear and anxiety behavior, I as-
sessed whether activation or ablation of the neurons would lead to anxiety-like phenotypes
in a common paradigm used to access such behaviours (open field test) (Figure 4.14a,b). If
so, this could suggest an interaction between anxiety-related behaviours and the effects on
feeding that I observed. However, I found that in CNO-treated CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice, mice
displayed similar anxiety-like behavior to controls (number of entries to the center of the arena)
(Figure 4.14c,d). Additional the distance travelled and velocity of the animals were comparable
to controls (Figure 4.14e, f). Likewise, when CeAHtr2a neurons were ablated, anxiety-like and
locomotor behaviors were unaffected compared to controls (Figure 4.14g-j). These data thus
suggest that the modulation of consummatory behaviour I observed is unlikely to result from
altered anxiety-like or locomotor behaviours.
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Figure 4.14: CeAHtr2a neurons do not gate anxiety-like behaviour. a) Scheme depicting expression
of cre-dependent AAV-hM3Dq-mCherry (for panel c-f) or AAV-dtA (for panel g-j) bilaterally in the CeA
of Htr2a-cre mice. b) Scheme depicting open field apparatus. c) Locomotor traces of representative
CeAHtr2a::mCherry and CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice in the open field experiment. Shading is the designated
’centre’ zone. d) CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice did not display a difference in anxiety-like behavior compared
to controls. e) CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice travelled a similar distance to the control animals in the open
field arena. f) The velocity of CeAHtr2a::hM3Dq mice was comparable to controls. g) Locomotor traces
of representative CeAHtr2a::eYFP and CeAHtr2a::dtA mice in the open field experiment. Shading is the
designated ’centre’ zone. h) CeAHtr2a::dtA mice travelled a similar distance to the control animals in the
open field arena. j) The velocity of CeAHtr2a::dtA mice was comparable to controls
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test.
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4.6 CeAHtr2a neurons increase activity during food consumption
Although my activity manipulations and ablation experiments reveal a role for CeAHtr2a neur-
ons in food consumption, they do not permit an appreciation of the endogenous activity of these
neurons during consummatory behaviour which is essential to understanding the in vivo func-
tion of these neurons. To address this caveat and understand further how CeAHtr2a neurons
modulate food consumption, we examined the natural activity dynamics of CeAHtr2a neurons
during hunger and eating using in vivo Ca2+ imaging. This was achieved by expressing the
cre-dependent genetically-encoded Ca2+ indicator, GCaMP6s in CeAHtr2a neurons, delivered
stereotaxically into the CeA of the left hemisphere by AAV, and a GRIN lense was implanted
above the CeA (Figure 4.15a). Expression of the GCaMP was restricted to Htr2a-cre cells (Fig-
ure 4.15b). After approximately two weeks of recovery, mice in which fluorescent cells were
observed through the head-mounted microscope were habituated to the behaviour protocol
(Figure 4.15c). The animals were food deprived overnight so that they would be motivated to
consume food. We first recorded GCaMP signals from CeAHtr2a neurons before and during
the first eating bout after the fast when food is a very salient stimulus. After post-processing
of the acquired data, we identified 69 cells from 4 mice (example field-of-view and ROIs in
Figure 4.15d,e).
















Figure 4.15: Ca2+ imaging in freely behaving mice. a) Scheme depicting expression of cre-dependent
AAV-GCaMP6s unilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre;tdTomato mice and placement of a GRIN lens above
the structure. The fluorescent signal is capture using a miniaturized microscope head-mounted above
the GRIN lens. b) Representative image of GCaMP6s expression in the CeA of an Htr2a-cre;tdTomato
mouse. c) Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Mice with the head-mounted miniscope were free to
explore an arena in which two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a food pellet. d)
Maximum projection image of a representative imaging plane of CeAHtr2a::GCaMP6s neurons. e)
Corresponding region of interest (ROI) cell masks from imaging movie in (d).
Scale bar = 100 µm.
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We found that Ca2+ activity rapidly increased upon the start of eating in all animals (Fig-
ure 4.16a) and across the population of all identified neurons (Figure 4.16b,d,e). The average
activity of all neurons not only increased upon eating onset but also when the mice picked
up the food pellet immediately prior to consumption (Figure 4.16c). Although, at the popula-
tion level the activity of CeAHtr2a neurons increased upon the start of eating, the responses of









































































































Figure 4.16: The CeAHtr2a neuron population increases activity upon food consumption. a) Mean
Ca2+ responses of neurons from individual animals aligned to onset of first eating bout in the imaging
session (n= 4 mice). Grey box = eating. b) Mean Ca2+ responses of all neurons aligned to onset of first
eating bout (n= 69 cells from 4 mice). Shading = SEM. Grey box = eating. c) Mean Ca2+ responses of
all neurons aligned to contact with food prior to the first eating bout (n= 69 cells from 4 mice). Shading
= SEM. Grey box = eating. d) Ca2+ responses of all neurons before and during the first eating bout. e)
Same as (d) with individual neurons depicted as connected points. f) Normalized Ca2+ responses of
individual CeAHtr2a::GCaMP6s neurons prior to and during the first eating bout. Vertical stippled line=
eating onset.
Bar plots indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed paired t-test. * p<0.05.
To examine this further, the response profiles of each cell was classified by comparing their
activity prior to the feeding bouts to activity during each bout (see Materials and Methods). This
revealed that 35% of the neurons with significant changes in activity were responsive to eating.
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Next, a preference index to eating was calculated for each cell (Figure 4.17a).Of all the cells that
were imaged, 22% of the neurons consistently increased activity during eating (Figure 4.17b-
f) while a smaller subset reduced activity during eating (Figure 4.17b-d, g,h). These data
demonstrate that a substantial fraction of CeAHtr2a neurons are active during consumption of
food.













































































































































Figure 4.17: A subset of CeAHtr2a neurons increase activity upon food consumption. a) Histogram
of preference indices of individual neurons for eating from all eating bouts during the imaging sessions.
b) Classification of all significantly responsive neurons based on preference index. c) Example neurons
that consistently increased activity during eating (upper) and consistently reduced activity during eating
(lower) from two mice. Grey bars = feeding bouts. d) Mean Ca2+ responses of neurons classified as
increasing activity (15/69 neurons) (left) and decreasing activity (9/69 neurons) (right) across all feeding
bout during the imaging session aligned to eating onset. Shading = SEM. Grey box = eating. e) Ca2+
responses of neurons that increased activity, before and during all eating bouts during the imaging
session. f) Same as (e) with individual neurons depicted as connected points. g) Ca2+ responses of
neurons that reduced activity, before and during all eating bouts during the imaging session. h) Same
as (g) with individual neurons depicted as connected points.
Bar plots indicate mean ±SEM. Two-tailed paired t-test. *** p<0.001.
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Despite the finding that CeAHtr2a neurons increase activity during eating, this experiment
left several questions open. From this experiment, it was not clear if CeAHtr2a neurons are
only active during consumption but also during food seeking. Additionally, since the mice were
not actively engaged in food seeking and consumption behaviour during the free-feeding task,
we next explored how activity of the neurons is modulated when mice are engaged in a food
seeking task. To do so, GCaMP6s-expressing Htr2a-cre mice were trained to nose-poke at a
two-poke apparatus (Figure 4.18a). Pokes in the designated ‘active’ port led to delivery of a
single food pellet. Pellet delivery was proceeded by a 3 second light and tone cue. Ca2+ signal
was recorded from 39 neurons from three CeAHtr2a mice that performed 12 active pokes and
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Figure 4.18: Assessing CeAHtr2a
neuronal activity during an operant
feeding task. a) Scheme depicting
behaviour setup. Mice were trained
to nosepoke at a two-poke apparatus.
The active poke (indicated in blue)
triggered release of a 20 mg food
pellet. Both active and inactive pokes
were coupled to reinforcer light and
tone cues. b) Quantification of poking
behavior during the imaging sessions
(3 mice). Imaging was performed from
12 active poke trials.
Bar plots indicate mean ±SEM.
We first examined the Ca2+ activity during the ‘active’ nose-pokes that triggered food deliv-
ery and associated cues that signalled reward delivery. By examining the average response of
all cells across the 12 trials, we found that most cells did not change activity during this ‘ap-
petitive’ phase of food seeking (Figure 4.19a). We then examined the average response of the
cells during the eating bout. As with the free-feeding experiment, activity of CeAHtr2a neurons
increased during the eating bout (Figure 4.19b). To investigate the response of individual neur-
ons, the cells were classified according to whether their activity significantly changed activity
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by comparing the area under the curve of the Ca2+ traces for each cell during the cue or eating
bout to a baseline period of equivalent length. Only a small percentage of cells significantly
increased activity during the ‘appetitive’ phase (Figure 4.19c). In contrast, many neurons in-
creased activity during eating, while a smaller percentage decreased activity (Figure 4.19d). In-
terestingly, the peak of the Ca2+ signal occurred after the end of the eating bout (Figure 4.18e).
Although there were very few trials, we also examined the activity of the neurons during the
‘inactive’ poke and associated cues. Here, there was no appreciable change in Ca2+ activity
during this phase of behaviour (Figure 4.19f).











































































Figure 4.19: CeAHtr2a neurons increase activity upon food consumption and not-food during food
seeking. a) Mean Ca2+ responses from all neurons (36 cells from 3 mice) averaged across 12 trials
aligned to the active nosepokes (upper). Shading = SEM. Normalized Ca2+ response from all neur-
ons from 12 trials (lower). Each line is one trial. b) Mean Ca2+ responses from all neurons (36 cells
from 3 mice) averaged across 12 trials aligned to eating onset (upper). Shading = SEM. Normalized
Ca2+response from all neurons from 12 trials (lower). Each line is one trial. c) Classification of all
neurons during the active nosepoke. d) Classification of all neurons during the eating bout. e) Mean
Ca2+ responses from all neurons (36 cells from 3 mice) averaged across 12 trials aligned to eating end
(upper). Shading = SEM. Normalized Ca2+ response from all neurons from 12 trials (lower). Each line
is one trial. f) Mean Ca2+ responses from all neurons (36 cells from 3 mice) averaged across 1-2 trials
aligned to the inactive nosepokes (upper). Shading = SEM. Normalized Ca2+ response from all neurons
from 1-2 trials (lower). Each line is one trial.
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The consistent increase in activity of CeAHtr2a neurons during eating was also consistent
across cells. However, there was heterogeneity in the population. Some cells increased activity
time-locked to eating onset (example cells 1,2; Figure 4.20a) while others increased with longer
latency after eating start (example cells 3,4; Figure 4.20a). To examine how CeAHtr2a neuron
activity changed during the eating bout, the bouts were divided in half and the area under the
curve of Ca2+ signal for each cell during each half was compared to a baseline of equivalent
length. The cells were then classified according to whether there was a significant change in
signal during each half of the eating bouts compared to the baseline period. This revealed that
some cells that were initially classified as ‘non-responders’ increased activity during the second
half of the eating bout (Figure 4.20b). Thus, CeAHtr2a neurons are continually recruited to the
circuit during eating as the average area under the curve of all ‘increaser’ cells significantly
increased during the second half of the eating bouts (Figure 4.20c).
















































Figure 4.20: CeAHtr2a neurons are recruited to the ensemble during eating. a) Mean Ca2+
responses of example CeAHtr2a::GCaMP6s neurons from 12 trials aligned to eating start (upper).
Shaing = SEM. Ca2+ traces of individual trials for each cell (lower). b) Classification of each cell during
the two halves of the eating bouts (early vs late). 36% of neurons increased activity during the early
phase of eating, compared to 47% during the late phase. c) Mean activity of up cells that increase
activity, before eating onset and during each half of the eating bout.
Line graphs indicate mean ±SEM. One-way repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test.
* p<0.05. *** p<0.001. **** p<0.0001.
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4.7 CeAHtr2a neurons promote positive reinforcement
4.7.1 Activation of CeAHtr2a neurons supports place preference and self-
stimulation
My experiments have revealed that CeAHtr2a neurons promote food consumption but not
food seeking and are active during eating behaviour. Additionally, activation of the neurons
promotes consumption by extending feeding bouts rather than increasing the number of feeding
incidences. Together, these data suggest that activity of CeAHtr2a neurons during eating may
increase consumption by prolonging eating behaviour.
Food is consumed not only because it is an energy source but because it is intrinsically
rewarding. The rewarding properties of food, such as taste, smell, palatability and texture, not
only make it desired, but reinforce its consumption one it is attained147,155. I hypothesized that
because CeAHtr2a neurons are active during eating and prolong consumption that activity of
these neurons may contribute to food’s rewarding properties and thus, reinforce ongoing con-
sumption. If this is the case, mice will engage in behaviours that continually leads to activation
of CeAHtr2a neurons, such as feeding in this case. To test this, I asked if mice would engage
in behaviours that leads to artificial activation of their CeAHtr2a neurons. First, I tested if mice
would choose to spend time where they received CeAHtr2a neuron activation. Here, Htr2a-cre
mice expressing ChR2 or eYFP were run through a real-time place preference (RTPP) assay
where mice were free to explore a two-compartment arena with one side randomly paired with
photostimulation of CeAHtr2a neurons (Figure 4.21a, b). CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice consistently spent
more time in the photostimulated side of the arena over the range of tested photostimulation
frequencies (Figure 4.21c, d). The CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice displayed similar locomotor behaviour
to the controls in the stimulated side of the area (Figure 4.21e, f). I further tested whether
the seeking of CeAHtr2a neuron activation was motivated, by testing whether mice would per-
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Figure 4.21: Activation of CeAHtr2a neurons promotes place preference. a) Scheme depicting
expression of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and bilateral
placement of optic fibres. b) Scheme depicting RTPP behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were
allowed to explore a two-chambered arena. One side (Stim.) was paired with pulse 473 nm intracranial
stimulation. c) Representative locomotor traces of CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice where 473 nm light was
received on the (Stim.) side at the indicated frequencies. d) CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice spent significantly
more time in the photostimulated side of the arena at all frequencies tested. e) The distance travelled
in the photostimulated side by CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice was not different from that of CeAHtr2a::eYFP
mice. f) The velocity of CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice in the photostimulated side was not different from that of
CeAHtr2a::eYFP mice.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test. * p<0.05.
ChR2 and eYFP-expressing Htr2a-cre mice were trained to nosepoke at a two-port appar-
atus. Intracranial light pulses were triggered upon a nose-poke in the ‘active’ port while ‘inactive’
nose-pokes had no consequence (Figure 4.22a, b). CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice strongly nose-poked
at the active port for CeAHtr2a neuron activation compared to the inactive port and compared to
the self-stimulation behaviour of control animals (Figure 4.22c, d). Together these data demon-
strate that activation of CeAHtr2a neurons is positively reinforcing, as animals are motivated
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Figure 4.22: CeAHtr2a neurons support self-stimulation behaviour. a) Scheme depicting expression
of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and bilateral placement
of optic fibres. b) Scheme depicting ICSS behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were trained to
nose-poke at a two-port apparatus. One port (designated blue) was paired with intracranial 473 nm
light pulses. c) CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice strongly nose-poked at the active port, compared to the inactive
port and compared to the behaviour of CeAHtr2a::eYFP controls. d) Cumulative nose-pokes made by
representative ChR2 and eYFP-expressing mice throughout the 1hr session.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test. ** p<0.01.
4.7.2 CeAHtr2a neurons condition flavour preference
Food consumption is reinforced by food’s intrinsically rewarding properties such as taste
and palatability. Therefore, since CeAHtr2a neurons elicit a positive reinforcement signal, I next
asked whether activity of CeAHtr2a neurons could modulate specific rewarding properties of food
to promote consumption. To test this, I investigated whether mice would learn to prefer specific
flavours that are paired with activation of CeAHtr2a neurons. Here, CeAHtr2a::ChR2 mice were
exposed to two differently flavoured non-nutritional gels (Figure 4.23a, b). First, the baseline
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preference of each individual mouse was established. Then, the mice underwent alternating
conditioning sessions where exposure to the less-preferred gel was paired with photostimula-
tion of CeAHtr2a neurons and the more-preferred with no photostimulation (Figure 4.23b). Fol-
lowing conditioning, the preference of the mice were tested. Strikingly, after conditioning, the
less-preferred flavour was more-preferred (Figure 4.23c). This suggests that activity of CeAHtr2a

















Figure 4.23: CeAHtr2a neurons condition flavour preference. a) Scheme depicting expression of
cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and bilateral placement of optic
fibres. b) Scheme depicting conditioned flavour preference experiment. c) Photostimulation of CeAHtr2a
neurons reversed flavor preference of the initially less-preferred flavor.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed paired t-test. ** p<0.01.
4.7.3 Inhibition of CeAHtr2a neurons reduces reward consumption
The modulation of food reward by CeAHtr2a neuron activity suggests that under conditions
where CeAHtr2a neurons are inhibited, food’s rewarding properties are no longer reinforced and
less food will be consumed. Although I found that acute silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons reduced
food intake in hungry mice, it is unclear whether this occurred because food consumption food is
less reinforced. To further explore this idea, I investigated whether silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons
would reduce consumption when food intake is driven by food’s rewarding properties alone. To
do so, I trained food restricted CeAHtr2a::NpHR to freely lick a spout for a palatable liquid reward
(Figure 4.24a, b). Once, stable licking was achieved, I tested the licking responses in ad libitum
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fed mice during a photoinhibition session to ensure that licking behaviour was based on the
palatability of the solution rather than homeostatic need. I found that CeAHtr2a::NpHR mice
licked at the spout less than control animals (Figure 4.24c, d), which suggests that silencing of
CeAHtr2a neurons reduces food intake when palatability is the driver of consumption.
Figure 4.24: Silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons
decrease reward consumption. a) Scheme
depicting expression of cre-dependent AAV-
NpHR-mCherry bilaterally in the CeA of
Htr2a-cre mice and bilateral placement of
optic fibres. b) Scheme depicting behaviour
setup. Ad libitum fed optic fibre-tethered mice
were allowed to freely consume palatable
reward from a spout. Intracranial constant
561nm light was delivered during the assay.
c) CeAHtr2a::NpHR licked less of the palatable
solution than controls. d) Cumulative licks
of reward solution during the photoinhibition
session. Shading = SEM.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, in-
terquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of














Importantly, control experiments (Figure 4.25a, b) also revealed that CeAHtr2a::NpHR mice
did not avoid the side of the RTPP chamber in which they received photoinhibition of CeAHtr2a
neurons (Figure 4.25c), nor did they exhibit locomotor defects (Figure 4.25d, e). This indic-
ates that silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons does not elicit an intrinsically aversive state but instead
modulates food consumption based on rewarding properties of the food. Together these data
support my hypothesis that CeAHtr2a neurons positively reinforce eating behaviour by modulat-
ing the rewarding properties of food.










Figure 4.25: Silencing of CeAHtr2a neurons does not promote place avoidance. a) Scheme
depicting expression of cre-dependent AAV-NpHR-mCherry bilaterally in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and
bilateral placement of optic fibres. b) Scheme depicting RTPP behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered
mice were allowed to explore a two-chambered arena. One side (Stim.) was paired with constant 561
nm intracranial light. c) CeAHtr2a::NpHR mice spent comparable time in the photoinhibited side of the
arena as CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice. d) The distance travelled in the photoinhibited side by CeAHtr2a::NpHR
mice was not different from that of CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice. e) The velocity of CeAHtr2a::NpHR mice in
the photoinhibited side was not different from that of CeAHtr2a::mCherry mice.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test.
4.8 Efferent projections from CeAHtr2a neurons to the PBN
promote food consumption and reward
To explore the circuits by which CeAHtr2a neurons exert effects on consumption and re-
ward, we mapped the efferent projections of these neurons by expressing cre-dependent AAV-
ChR2 into the CeA and examining the brains of these animals of ChR2-eYFP terminals (Fig-
ure 4.26a). Dense ChR2-eYFP terminals were observed in the PBN (Figure 4.26b). Given
that this region is known to play an integral role in feeding behaviour, I accessed the func-
tionality of the CeAHtr2a-PBN projection in feeding behaviour. Htr2a-cre mice were bilaterally
injected with ChR2 in the CeA and optic fibres above the PBN (Figure 4.26c, Figure Ac).
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CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 and control mice were allowed to explore a behavior arena that contained
a pre-weighed food pellet (Figure 4.26d). The animals were exposed to a 20 minute epoch of
photostimulation (473nm 20Hz ∼10mW) followed by a 20 minute period of no stimulation (Fig-
ure 4.26e). Stimulation of CeAHtr2a-PBN terminals evoked a modest but significant increase in




































Figure 4.26: Activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN terminals promotes food consumption. a) Scheme
depicting transduction of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice (only unilateral
injection is shown). b) Representative image of CeAHtr2a neuron fibres in the PBN (only one side of
the brain is shown). c) Scheme depicting expression of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP in the CeA of
Htr2a-cre mice and placement of optic fibres above the PBN (only one side of the brain is shown). d)
Scheme depicting behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were free to explore an arena in which
two plastic food cups were located, with one containing a pre-weighed food pellet. e) Experimental
timeline. Mice were tested during the light period in the light cycle. f) Optogenetic activation of
CeAHtr2a-PBN projections at 20Hz increased food consumption compared to the laser OFF epoch and
eYFP-expressing control mice.
lPBN, lateral parabrachial nucleus; mPBN, medial parabrachial nucleus. Scale bar = 100 µm.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test or two-tailed paired t-test. * p<0.05.
Analysis of the feeding bouts revealed that the total duration of eating was not increased in
CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 animals (Figure 4.27a, b) with the average bout duration increased (Fig-
ure 4.27c). The number of feeding bouts and the latency to feeding was comparable between
CeAHtr2a::ChR2 animals and controls (Figure 4.27d, e).




























Figure 4.27: Activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN terminals increases feeding. a) Ethogram depicting the
feeding bouts of individual CeAHtr2a::ChR2 and CeAHtr2a::eYFP mice during the 20min 20Hz laser ON
epoch. Each row is an individual animal. b) Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN projections did
not significantly increase the total time the animals spent eating compared to controls. c) Optogenetic
activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN projections increased the average duration of the feeding bouts. d) The
number of feeding bouts of CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice was not significantly different to controls. e)
Optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN projections did not affect the latency of animals to eat after the
laser was triggered.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test (Figure 4.27b,d,e). Mann Whitney test (Figure 4.26c). * p<0.05.
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I also tested whether activation of the CeAHtr2a-PBN terminals recapitulated the positive
reinforcement effects of CeAHtr2a neuron cell body stimulation. CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice
and controls were run through the real-time place preference experiment (Figure 4.28a, b).
CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice spent significantly more time on the side of the arena where in-
tracranial 20Hz 473nm laser stimulation was received (Figure 4.28c, d). The self-stimulation
behaviour of CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice was also tested (Figure 4.28e) which revealed that
CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice strongly nose-poked for activation of the CeAHt2a-PBN projection
(Figure 4.28f). Together these data reveal that the food intake and positive reinforcement prop-





















Figure 4.28: Activation of CeAHtr2a-PBN terminals is rewarding. a) Scheme depicting transduction
of cre-dependent AAV-ChR2-eYFP in the CeA of Htr2a-cre mice and placement of optic fibres above
the PBN (only one side of the brain is shown). b) Scheme depicting RTPP behaviour setup. Optic
fibre-tethered mice were allowed to explore a two-chambered arena. One side (Stim.) was randomly
paired with 20Hz 473 nm intracranial stimulation. c) Representative locomotor trace of a CeAHtr2a-
PBN::ChR2 mouse where 20Hz 473 nm light was received on the (Stim.) side. d) CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2
mice spent significantly more time in the photostimulated side of the arena. e) Scheme depicting ICSS
behaviour setup. Optic fibre-tethered mice were trained to nose-poke at a two-port apparatus. One
port (designated blue) was paired with intracranial 473 nm light pulses. f) CeAHtr2a-PBN::ChR2 mice
strongly nose-poked at the active port, compared to the inactive port and compared to the behaviour of
CeAHtr2a-PBN::eYFP controls.
Box–whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range and 5th-95th percentiles of the distribution.
Two-tailed unpaired t-test (Figure 4.28d). Two-way ANOVA with Bonerroni post-hoc test (Figure 4.28f).
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01.
Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Summary of thesis findings
In my thesis work, I have identified a molecularly-defined population of CeA neurons ex-
pressing Htr2a, that positively regulate food intake. Neural activation, inhibition and ablation
experiments in vivo revealed a role for these neurons in increasing food intake in ad libitum
fed mice and under conditions where eating is unfavourable and where the motivation to find
and consume food is low. Further, in comparison to another population of CeA neurons that
express SOM, most of these effects were specific to the Htr2a neuron population. Additional
experiments demonstrated that CeAHtr2a neurons do not increase the motivation to work for
food, suggesting these neurons specifically modulate food consumption. Accordingly, in vivo
Ca2+ imaging revealed that these neurons increase activity during eating but not during food
seeking and that CeAHtr2a neurons are recruited to the active ensemble during eating. Fur-
ther exploration of the mechanism by which CeAHtr2a neurons modulate eating revealed that
these neurons promote positive reinforcement as mice continually engage in behaviours that
activate the neurons. This suggested that activity of the neurons positively reinforces eat-
ing behaviour. Further experiments demonstrated that this positive valence signal modulates
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the rewarding properties of food, promoting its consumption. Investigation into the long-range
neural circuits in which CeAHtr2a neurons function revealed that efferent projections to the PBN
promote food consumption and positive reinforcement. Together, these findings reveal specific
neurons, associated circuits and mechanisms through which the CeA positively regulates food
consumption.
5.2 Identification of central amygdala neural modulators of
feeding
This study has revealed the neural mechanism by which the CeA positively regulates food
consumption. A role for the CeA in promoting food intake has long been postulated, but the
neural players involved and the underlying circuit mechanisms have not been definitively shown.
Cai et al., (2014) showed that CeA neurons expressing PKCδ, when active, rapidly suppress
food consumption and proposed that the mechanism is through local inhibition of CeAPKCδ-
neurons, suggesting these neurons promote food intake. My data suggest that CeAHtr2a neur-
ons likely fulfil this role. Not only did activation of CeAHtr2a neurons increase food consumption
in ad lib fed mice, but increased intake under conditions where CeAPKCδ neurons are reportedly
active- during exposure to malaise-inducing compounds and unpalatable foods66. These data
suggest that functional antagonism between CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons modulates eating
behaviour, likely depending on the internal state of the animal and the sensory environment.
For my behavioural studies using chemogenetics, I compared the effect of activating CeAHtr2a
neurons and another population of CeAPKCδ- neurons- those expressing SOM. Molecular char-
acterization of CeAHtr2a neurons revealed that approximately 60% of CeAHtr2a neurons express
SOM. However, the majority of the effects on eating observed by activation of CeAHtr2a neur-
ons were not observed upon CeASOM neuron activation. The exception was that activation of
both CeAHtr2a and CeASOM neuron populations elicited increased consumption of bitter foods
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compared to control groups. A recent report has also shown that CeASOM neurons in the
CeA, as well as other genetically-defined CeAPKCδ- neurons, elicit self-stimulation behaviour156.
However, silencing of these neurons did not affect food consumption but reduced drinking be-
haviour156. These data together suggest that in general, CeAPKCδ- neurons encode positive
valence but that the positive modulation of consummatory behaviours such as eating and drink-
ing are influenced by defined CeA subpopulations. Additionally, although food consumption
appears specific to the broad CeAHtr2a neuron population, CeAHtr2a subsets that express addi-
tional markers such as SOM, corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) and tachykinin 2 (Tac2)
may in turn influence specific aspects of consumption such as palatability.
Recent studies that describe a role for molecularly-defined CeA neurons in appetitive and
aversive behaviours have used genetic markers to classify neurons into functional cell types.
One caveat of this approach is that expression of a cellular marker is only a single attribute with
which to define a cell population. Since many of these markers overlap, the classification of
neurons into functional cell populations based on expression of a single marker has its caveats.
My analysis of the CeAHtr2a neuron population revealed that approximately 60% of these cells
also express SOM. This suggests that Htr2a+/SOM+ neurons may be functionally distinct from
Htr2a+/SOM- neurons, however, the existence of other molecular markers (eg. Tac2, CRH,
neurotensin, dynorphin)67,130,156 that likely overlap to various degrees with both populations
complicates this simplistic interpretation. Additionally, neural subpopulations can be classified
based on other features such as projection target, inputs or activity pattern during a given beha-
viour. Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that classification of functional neural subpopulations
should take into account multiple anatomical, cellular and functional features.
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5.3 Mechanisms of feeding modulation by the central amygdala
The discovery and ingestion of nutrients in the form of food is integral to the maintenance of
physiological balance of an organism and ultimately its survival. Food intake consists of multiple
behaviour sequences that constitute the conscious detection of hunger signals, the decision to
forage for food, foraging, food discovery, the decision to eat and the act of chewing and ingestion
of food. Distributed neural circuits control food intake and modulate specific aspects of this
behaviour. Broadly, appetite is regulated by three interacting sets of neural circuits that drive
food seeking and consumption (arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus), modulate food intake
by influencing food reward (LH) and suppress intake under unfavourable conditions (PBN)33.
Within this framework of appetite control, my work has revealed a role for the CeA in modulating
food consumption.
Behavioural experiments revealed that Htr2a-expressing CeA neurons are important for po-
tentiating food consumption. Specifically, chemogenetic and optogenetic activation of these
neurons elicited increased food consumption while acute silencing and ablation of the neurons
decreased food intake in hungry animals. Interestingly, increased food intake was manifested
as a lengthening of individual feeding bouts rather than in the number of bouts, indicating that
these neurons may sustain eating behaviour. Importantly, ablation of the neurons did not af-
fect long-term body weight or daily food intake and specifically decreased consumption when
mice were hungry and motivated to eat. This suggests that these neurons do not play a role
in long-term energy balance, but may play a more nuanced role in eating behaviour. Fur-
ther experiments revealed that these neurons do not drive food-seeking behaviour, as their
chemogenetic activation did not increase effort to work for food pellets. Thus, CeAHtr2a neur-
ons appear to modulate food consumption specifically. This model was supported by in vivo
imaging of the neurons, which revealed that they increase activity during eating but not dur-
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ing foraging. Together, behavioural and imaging data suggest that activity of CeAHtr2a neurons
sustains ongoing eating behaviour.
Further insight into how CeAHtr2a neurons modulate food consumption came from behaviour
experiments showing that activity of CeAHtr2a neurons is intrinsically rewarding. Specifically,
mice will perform operant responses for CeAHtr2a neuron stimulation and prefer locations where
CeAHtr2a neurons are photostimulated. This suggests that because mice continue to engage
in behaviours where CeAHtr2a neurons are active, that activity of CeAHtr2a neurons positively
reinforces ongoing behaviour. These data support a model where activity of CeAHtr2a neurons
during eating, positively reinforces and therefore sustains this behaviour.
Food consumption is driven by signals of energy deficit that manifest as a physiological hun-
ger state. Food itself is a naturally rewarding stimulus as its ingestion is necessary to sustain
life as well as alleviate the negative valence nature of hunger29. Thus, food intake must be pos-
itively reinforced in order to ensure that body weight and energy homeostasis are maintained.
The specific properties of food, including sensory attributes (eg. sight, smell, taste, flavour)
and post-ingestive effects (eg. nutrient absorption), constitute what are considered ‘rewarding
properties of food’147. These properties, when associated with food consumption, attain re-
warding properties themselves and together positively reinforce food intake. In addition, these
rewarding properties reinforce eating at different stages of food intake. Those cues that predict
food availability such as sight and smell influence food intake prior to eating onset, while other
factors such as taste and palatability come into effect once eating has commenced. Addition-
ally, post-ingestive food reward is modulated by metabolic changes and nutrient absorption147.
Our finding that CeAHtr2a neurons increase activity proximal to eating onset suggests that activ-
ity of the neurons modulates the rewarding properties of food in the early stages of eating such
as taste, palatability and texture. Indeed, some of these properties are modulated by CeAHtr2a
neural activity since mice learned to prefer flavours paired with activity of these neurons. Fur-
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ther, food intake driven exclusively by palatability was reduced when CeAHtr2a neurons were
silenced. Together these findings suggest that the positive valence signal encoded by these
neurons influences the rewarding properties of food to modulate consumption.
The in vivo dynamics of CeAHtr2a neural activity revealed further insight into the coding of
appetitive behaviour within the CeA. Although at the population level, the activity of CeAHtr2a
neurons increased proximal to eating onset, the onset of Ca2+ activity varied across individual
cells with many cells exhibiting an increase during the later phases of eating. One hypothesis
to explain this finding is that different neurons within the CeAHtr2a neurons may regulate distinct
aspects of eating behaviour that are temporally distinct. For example, motor actions necessary
for physical ingestion of food (discussed further below), taste and palatability may be modu-
lated by different components of the ensemble. Thus, as eating progresses, the accumulation
of this activity leads to positive reinforcement of the behaviour. Interestingly, the Ca2+ signal
recorded from CeAHtr2a neurons was found to outlast the end of the eating bouts (Fig. 19e).
This may reflect an accumulation of Ca2+ in the cell given that CeAHtr2a neurons are continually
recruited to the active ensemble throughout eating. This is consistent with the slow decay time
of GCaMP6s signal which does not recapitulate the spiking activity of neurons138. Alternat-
ively, early activity of CeAHtr2a neurons may lead to an increase in GCaMP signal to the upper
threshold of detection such that subsequent firing of the cells after eating has ended may be
undetectable. Therefore, the precise activity dynamics of CeAHtr2a neurons throughout and
beyond the cessation of eating would be impossible to resolve with the use of GCaMP6s and
would require Ca2+ sensors that better conform to neuron spike rates (eg. GCaMP6f) or the
use of in vivo electrophysiology experiments.
These findings reveal a role for the CeA in modulating the rewarding properties of food to
control food intake. The attributes of these neurons parallel those of GABAergic neurons in the
LH, which are well documented to promote food intake and support positive reinforcement55,157.
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These LH neurons appear to modulate food consumption as their bulk activation promotes
consumption and not food seeking157. Within the functional ensemble, many GABA LH neurons
increase activity during eating behaviour157. Additionally, activity of the neurons modulates
food palatability, suggesting that like CeAHtr2a neurons, consumption is promoted by a positive
valence mechanism. The similarities between CeAHtr2a neurons and LH neurons contrasts the
control of appetite by AgRP-expressing ‘hunger’ neurons in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus
that are activated by energy deficit and strongly drive food seeking and consumption24,25,29,30
. Additionally activity of the neurons modulates food incentive value prior to consumption,
rather than modulating the rewarding properties during consumption158. These different neural
players in the control of feeding, although mechanistically distinct, are by no means mutually
exclusive and act in concert to control appetite. Specifically, modulation of food’s rewarding
properties is likely under homeostatic control and may be negatively regulated in unfavourable
conditions.
5.4 Nuanced modulation of appetite-related behaviours by the
central amygdala
This study has revealed a mechanism by which neurons in the CeA positively modulate
eating behaviour. A recent study revealed a role for the CeA in the hunting and biting of prey
and in feeding-related motor behaviours159. Importantly, these effects on appetitive related-
behaviours were independent of increased food consumption. In contrast, my work revealed
that neurons within the CeA promote food intake but also induce feeding-related motor beha-
viours. There are several important points to consider when corroborating the findings of these
studies. First, Han et al.,(2017)159 use a broad cre-driver (VGat-cre) that targets all CeA neur-
ons. This would lead to simultaneous activation of neurons that both increase and suppress
eating, thus masking effects on food intake. Secondly, hunting and biting of prey were shown to
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be mediated by CeA projections to the PAG and reticular formation, respectively159. This con-
trasts my data, which show that CeAHtr2a neurons modulate food consumption via projections to
the PBN. In addition, the fictive motor sequences observed by CeAHtr2a neuron cell body stim-
ulation were not observed by PBN projection photostimulation. Together these studies suggest
that multiple aspects of appetite-related behaviours, pursuit, attack and eating of prey, are mod-
ulated through the CeA and that they are delineated at the level of efferent projections. Finally,
Han et al showed that activation of the whole CeA drives attack and biting of prey in addition
to fictive motor sequences. This consummatory behaviour does not appear to be based on
edibility as false prey items and wood pieces are often ‘attacked’ and ingested159. In contrast,
I found that activation of CeAHtr2a neurons biases consumption towards food over an inedible
item, suggesting that consumption is specific to food. Thus, although the CeA controls many
aspects of appetitive behaviour, processing of edibility signals and execution of behavioural
actions appear to be separable.
5.5 Central amygdala-associated circuits for feeding-related
behaviours
The data discussed above together reveal new roles for CeA neurons in the modulation of
food intake whereby a molecularly-defined population of CeA neurons expressing Htr2a posit-
ively regulates eating behaviour in a manner opposed to CeAPKCδ neurons. Additionally, activity
of CeAHtr2a neurons can antagonize the feeding suppression mediated by CeAPKCδ neurons in
multiple contexts ie. satiety, malaise and when unpalatable foods are encountered. However,
these findings not only suggest that CeAHtr2a neurons antagonize the anorexigenic function of
PKCδ neurons but that these cells can counteract reduced feeding that occurs when motivation
to obtain and consume food is low. This notion is in line with the model that CeAHtr2a neurons
positively reinforce eating behaviour and thus enhance the rewarding properties of food even
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under conditions where food saliency is reduced.
The control of food intake by the CeA appears to be executed by two functionally opposing
cell types, CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons, that promote and suppress feeding, respectively.
Previously, ChR2-assisted circuit mapping revealed that CeAPKCδ neurons locally inhibit other
neurons with the CeA66. Data from our lab revealed that CeAHtr2a neurons also locally inhibit
other CeA neurons, some of which are PKCδ+ (data not shown- experiments conducted by
Hakan Kucukdereli). This suggests that activation of one population and thus inhibition of the
other ultimately dictates how feeding is controlled by the CeA. Whether CeAHtr2a or CeAPKCδ
neurons control the output of the CeA likely depends on the nature of the inputs to the CeA,
which would reflect the internal state of the animal and cues within the environment. Mono-
synaptic rabies tracing from CeAPKCδ neurons has shown that a suite of brain regions provide
input to these neurons, including components of the gustatory and limbic systems, cortices and
thalamus66. The same approach targeting CeAHtr2a neurons in our lab has revealed that these
neurons receive inputs from similar regions (data not shown- experiments conducted by Marion
Ponserre). However, this approach does not reveal the nature of these inputs nor their temporal
coding and so although the same regions target these neurons, their functional effects may dif-
fer markedly. Nevertheless, based on their functions, CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons are likely
to be differentially activated by appetitive and aversive signals, respectively, allowing flexible,
context-dependent modulation of feeding by the CeA. Thus, the CeA is a site of integration
of salient appetite-related stimuli. Our in vivo imaging of CeAHtr2a neural activity support this
notion. The heterogeneity in activity dynamics within this population during eating suggests
that neurons are excited by different inputs and that integration of a combination of appetitive
signals within the CeAHtr2a neuron population may drive feeding related behaviours.
The mechanism by which the CeA controls feeding appears to also occur at the level of
long-range CeA efferents. Interestingly, CeAPKCδ neurons were shown to project to a small
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number of brain regions, none of which were sufficient to inhibit food intake66. Thus, the au-
thors concluded that CeAPKCδ neurons locally inhibit, likely orexigenic, CeA neurons to inhibit
consumption. My work has indeed shown that CeAPKCδ- neurons expressing Htr2a account for
this effect, however I have also revealed that the long-range modulation of feeding behaviour
by the CeA is through CeAHtr2a neurons. Projections to the PBN, which are inhibitory in nature
(data not shown- experiments conducted by Hakan Kucukdereli), promote both the feeding
and positive reinforcement properties of CeAHtr2a neurons. This suggests that when activity of
CeAHtr2a neurons predominates at the level of the CeA, long-range circuits are also engaged.
Importantly, the identity of the cells in the PBN that receive this input as well as the nature of the
signals they convey are unknown. However, since the PBN is a primary relay from the periphery
of taste, malaise and satiety signals37,160,161 , inhibition of this region by the CeA may serve to
modulate gustatory input to the forebrain thereby influencing feeding. CeAHtr2a neurons project
to multiple other brain regions in addition to the PBN. Predominant sites of innervation include
the BNST, PAG, NTS and LH (data not shown- experiments conducted by Marion Ponserre).
The function of these projections in feeding behaviour remains an interesting direction for future
research into understanding the long-range circuits through which CeAHtr2a neurons modulate
eating behaviour.
5.6 The central amygdala as a flexible modulator of
context-specific behaviours
The CeA has long been considered a key site where negative valence signals are pro-
cessed and anxiety and fear-related behaviour are modulated. However, the role of the CeA
in processing appetitive signals has recently come to light. Both appetitive and aversive beha-
viours have been ascribed to molecularly-defined CeA subpopulations, however it is also clear
that the functional circuits within the CeA are highly flexible depending on behavioural con-
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text. CeA subpopulations defined by expression of SOM or CRH have well described roles in
aversive and defensive behaviours76,84,162 but have been recently shown to promote appetitive
behaviours156, demonstrating that behaviour modulated by the specific CeA subpopulations is
clearly context-depended. Although most studies do not consider the in vivo firing rate of CeA
neurons, differences in the parameters used for neural activity manipulations (ie. frequency of
photostimulation) likely account for the different behaviours observed. This suggests that ap-
petitive and aversive signals may be encoded at different firing rates within the CeA, reflective of
differential input signals that converge on the CeA depending on the behavioural context. The
complexity of appetite and aversive coding within the CeA may also lead to flexible engagement
of neurons that themselves receive CeA input, as the profile of neurotransmitters/peptides re-
leased is strongly dependent on neural firing rate163,164. The complex connectivity between
CeA neurons further suggests that CeA neurons are not specialized mediators of specific be-
haviours, but through local circuit interactions are likely involved in many different behaviours.
Considering the behavioural flexibility of CeA circuits, the absence of anxiety-related beha-
viours upon chemogenetic activation or ablation of CeAHtr2a neurons do not preclude a role for
these neurons in aversive behaviours. Indeed, the population activity of these same neurons
was shown to be reduced upon exposure to innately fear-inducing stimuli86. This implicates
CeAHtr2a neurons in both appetitive and aversive behaviours and further supports the idea that
coding of appetitive and aversive behaviours in the CeA is flexible, intricate and depends on
the behavioural context.
The positive valence property of CeAHtr2a neural activity also suggests that these neurons
may positively reinforce other behaviours in addition to feeding. Indeed, GABAergic LH neurons
also promote positive reinforcement and when these neurons are stimulated, mice will engage
in consummatory behaviour directed towards proximal salient stimuli such as food, water, a
mate or a conspecific depending on the stimuli in the environment55,154,157. Although I did not
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examine whether activation of CeAHtr2a neurons modulates other consummatory behaviours,
the positive valence signal transmitted by these neurons may play a generalizable role in pos-
itively reinforcing appetitive behaviours. This raises the possibility that these neurons flexibly
modulate behaviours towards appetitive stimuli depending on the behavioural context and the
internal state of the animal and suggests that a broad suite of appetitive signals converge on
the CeA.
5.7 Conclusion and outlook
The CeA has long been considered a site where primarily aversive signals are integrated
and from which anxiety and fear-related behaviours are executed. Despite this, it is now be-
coming clear that this region is also involved in appetitive behaviours. My work has revealed
that a molecularly defined CeA neural subpopulation expressing Htr2a positively regulates food
consumption by modulating food’s intrinsically rewarding properties and thereby reinforcing on-
going eating behaviour. The circuit mechanisms underlying these effects are likely to be both
through local inhibition of anorexigenic CeAPKCδ neurons and long-range inhibition of the PBN.
Further, behaviour and in vivo imaging experiments revealed that these cells modulate food
consumption rather that food-seeking behaviour, suggesting these neurons and associated cir-
cuits lie downstream of those that detect hunger signals and promote foraging behaviour.
These findings lay the groundwork for further investigation into how appetitive signals are
routed in the brain. To do so, it will be important to determine the nature of the appetitive signal
that leads to CeAHtr2a neuron activation. Since CeAHtr2a neurons promote food consumption
and modulate food reward, appetitive signals that excite these neurons are likely to convey
information about hunger, internal and motivational state as well as food-predictive cues that
inform about the upcoming meal. Considering the diversity of these signals it is likely that
they converge on CeAHtr2a neurons from multiple input sources. For example, hunger-related
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information may originate from the hypothalamus while food predictive cue signals may arise
from sensory cortical areas. Furthermore, the extremely high degree of connectivity within the
CeA suggests that signals are not linearly processed in the CeA (ie. one input signal relayed
to one output pathway) but is indicative of intricate computation of converging inputs. This is
also supported by the relative sparsity of regions innervated by CeAHtr2a neurons compared to
regions which provide input regions which again suggests that CeAHtr2a neurons are excited by
diverse appetitive inputs. Along these same lines, further analysis of the coding of consummat-
ory responses within the CeAHtr2a neuron population using in vivo Ca2+ imaging based on the
inputs or outputs of these neurons will be important to understanding the circuitry that underlies
the processing of appetitive signals and behavioural execution.
Given that CeAHtr2a neurons promote intrinsic positive reinforcement, the functional inter-
actions between the CeA and the dopaminergic reward system is an important area for future
research. Dopaminergic neurons of the VTA and SN are important neural components of mo-
tivated behaviours as their activity promotes positive reinforcement and enhances saliency of
food predictive cues55,59–61. The rewarding nature of CeAHtr2a neuron stimulation suggests that
CeA may act in concert with the dopaminergic reward system to modulate food’s rewarding
properties and elicit positive reinforcement. Anatomical reciprocal connections between these
regions have been described98,99,101 and CeA neurons are also known to express dopamine
receptors165,166. Therefore this area will be an exciting avenue for future research.
A complete investigation of the neural circuits in which these CeAHtr2a neurons function will
also be critical for understanding how these neurons modulate appetitive behaviour. In my
study, I found that long-range inputs to the PBN from CeAHtr2a neurons also promote positive
reinforcement and food consumption. It will be important to determine the identity of PBN neur-
ons, through immunostaining or RNA-seq, that receive CeAHtr2a neuron input and the nature of
the signals they convey in order to fully understand the function of this descending projection.
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The PBN is a key relay site for satiety and malaise signals to the forebrain, which suggests that
CeAHtr2a neurons may inhibit these signals to promote food consumption. However, given that
my data suggest that CeAHtr2a neurons modulate the rewarding properties of food, CeAHtr2a
neurons may modulate palatability and taste signals. Indeed, descending projections from the
CeA have been shown to modulate the taste responsive profiles of PBN neurons160, suggesting
that this long-range projection may influence food’s rewarding properties.
In summary, my work has revealed a mechanism by which neurons in the CeA promote
positive reinforcement to modulate food consumption and influence the positively rewarding
properties of food. These findings not only reveal that the role of the CeA is more complex
than previously considered, but also set the groundwork for a thorough investigation of interac-
tions between positive and negative emotional states, food intake and reward processing and





Appendix A: Fibre placements. a) Approximate anatomical locations of optic fibre tips implanted
about the CeA for activation experiments in the Figure 4.8, Figure 4.10, Figure 4.20 ,Figure 4.21 and
Figure 4.22. b) Approximate anatomical locations of optic fibre tips implanted about the CeA for silencing
experiments in the Figure 4.13, Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24. c) Approximate anatomical locations of
optic fibre tips implanted about the PBN for experiments in Figure 4.25, Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27.
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